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PREFACE

The political writings of Ernst Junger "before 19331 
are only a small part of his total authorship® It must, 
therefore9 he stated expressly that the interpretation given 
in this essay centers only on the work of Ernst Junger "before 
1933 Bhd attempts in no way to pass judgement on Junger5 s 
subsequent literary production®

In order to avoid any confusion the vowel-mutation 
in the name Jungers in accordance with Anglo-American usage$ 
•has been omitted®

v



CHAPTEB 1

• .THE BURDEN OP GERMAN HISTORY, 1914 - 1933

In the autumn of 19l4s Walter Rathenau and Prince
von Buiow stood in a Berlin hotel= PPointing toward the Bran-
, denburg gate Rathenau said to the Princes

Can a monarch of such arresting personality, so charm
ing and human a man, so utterly inadequate as a ruler, 
as is the emperor William II —  with an impossible 
chancellor like Bethmann and a frivolous chief of staff 
like Falkenhayn, -- ever expect a triumphal return 
through that arch? If he gets it, history will have 
no meaning o ■L

Few Germans sensed the gloom of the future as Walter Rathenau 
did on that fall day in 1914«

The enlargement of the Austro-Serbian.conflict into 
a world war was greeted by almost all Germans with an out
burst of enthusiasm. The Kaiser, in his famous, remark, no 
longer saw parties but only Germans united in the common times 
of war, Friedrich Heineeke, writing almost half a century 
after the event, considered these August days a main turning

ppoint in the evolution of the German people® A satisfied 
world was falling aparts in all countries the elite wanted to 
fight for a new order created through blood and iron® The youth

1Bernhard von Bulow, Memoirs, trans® Geoffrey Dunlop,
4 vols®(Boston: Little, Brown & Co®7 1932), III, 48, in 
Koppel S® Pinson, Modern Germany: Its History and Civiliza
tion (New Yorks Macmillan, 191PH, P® 313®

pFriedrich Heineeke. The German Catastrophe, trans® 
Sidney B® Pay (Cambridge, Mass® % Harvard University Press,
1950), p® 26®

1
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rallying to the colorsf even though fighting on opposing 
sides9 still considered the sacrifice one for a cause" common 
to friend and enemy alike®

The parties in the Heiehstag established a political 
truce $ the Burgfriede® as the political climate of the war®
The party differences were abandoned to give the government 
its united support® By this action9 the, Reichstag abdicated
its power to the military leadership for the duration of the

< ■■ ■ ' - ■ ‘ .

war®
The two most important parties in Germany in 191^ were 

the German Social Democratic Party (SPD) and the Catholic Cen
ter Party (Zentrum)® They were important from the point of 
view that they did not represent only a faction in the Reichs
tag elections and deliberationss but represented an entire Welt
anschauung g a view of the future society with all its ramifi
cations ® In both parties the political aims were only a part 
of an attempt to refashion society to a comprehensive and 
universal world view.^

The history of the Center Party and the Socialist Par
ty was in many ways parallel® Both were more than political 
parties Interested in political and economic activity® Their 
efforts in education, recreation, artistic and moral activities 
and institutions indicate this universal aspect. Both parties 
had been discriminated against and regarded as enemies of the 
state, existing outsid§ the accepted society? both parties

3 Pinson, op. cit®. p. 172.



owed their existence to anti-liberal policies» Yet both 
parties were deeply rooted in the intellectual and cultural 
tradition of Western civilization®

The Catholic Center Party had emerged from the Kul~ 
turfcampf« the struggle in the 1870s between church and state$ 
as a mass party based on a religious rather than on social 
or class lines® The party was united ideologically but dis- . 
played divisions in respect to policies and ideas dominant 
in the Empire® Already before 1914 the "left wing" of this 
basically conservative party attempted^ under the leadership 
of Hathias Erzberger$ to broaden the ideological base in a 
progressive and democratic direction by cooperating with 
non-catholics® ■

By contrast to the vertical party support of the Cen
ter, the Socialist Party attempted to gain the support of the 
working classes emerging through the rapidly expanding in
dustrialization of Germany in the pre-war era® The party was 
built on the Western socialist tradition of Marx and Engels» 
and the ideas of Ferdinand lasalle* who was $ in fact,- the 
founder of the party® The defeat of the liberal cause in 
1848 gave the stimulus to the creation of a third political 
force to challenge the existing liberal and Conservative par
ties® Before the World War the Socialists were separated 
from the rest of society by a deep gulf® Through their in
ternationalism before 1914 these vaterlandslosen Gesellen in 
the Reichstag had consistently opposed the increase in



armaments 9naraH appropriations, and colonial' expansione At 
the outbreak of the war the party was numerically the largest 
in the Heiehstag® .This increase of strength at the same time 
: gaire the Center Party the balance of power in the Reichstag 
between the Socialists on one hand and the conservatives on 
the other® Iets despite these gains the Socialist Party’s 
political influence was small due to the limited power of the 
Reichstag itself® That body had no voice in the formulation 
of foreign policy or military affairs; its only real power 
rested in the right to pass on the budget® The chancellor 
and his ministers were responsible not to the Reichstag but 
to the Emperor® • The popular enthusiasm at the outbreak of 
the war swept the Socialists along in voting for war credits 
and in adhering to the Burgfrlede» The Socialists, carried 
by the patriotic storm. Justified their action by centering 
their hostility not on the Western belligerents but on reac
tionary and absolutist Russia®■ The hopes of the Second Inter
national were now dashed in all countries $ not only in Ger
many® Their European intellectual ties were cut off in the 
defense of their respective homelands® In the face of this 
nationalism the bonds of a.common culture9 history and re
ligion collapsed®

The beginning of the hostilities saw a kind of '’re
ligious** upsurge among the combatants® The intellectuals, 
previously supporters or opponents of the Empire, united to 
interpret the event® In Germany the search for a principle
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and a meaning for the. war brought forth die Ideen von 1914- 
in contrast to die Ideen von 1789V as the ideological com
plement to the Burgfriede 6

Die Ideen von 1914 represented a victory of "German 
characteristics" of the "German soul" as opposed to "foreign 
ideas"» The narrowly political values of the allies were 
unfavorably contrasted to spiritual and even religious values 
of the Germans = The proponents of die Ideen von 1914 intro
duced an element of anti-Western nationalism in German so
ciety which went far beyond the extremes which might have 
been expected in war time

Almost all Germans expected the war to be a short 
one9 The hopes of the military and political leaders were 
based on a quick campaign in the tradition of the wars of 
German unification® The significance of the Battle of the 
lame was neither understood by.the military leaderships 
nor by the publics which was generally rather poorly in
formed of the conditions at the front® Only the failure 
of German arms to bring a speedy victory$ connected with 
the difficulties involved in conducting a drawn-out war

~ v""”" h, - 'Friedrich Naumann9 s concept of Mltteleuropa® the 
creation of a bloc of Central powers based on the union 
between Germany and the Austro-Hungarian Empire 9 was a 
main tenet of die Ideen von 19149 Haumann”s .emphasis was 
economic9 however9 rather than political; he viewed the 

merger as a defensive alliance® The economic aspect of 
the Ideen was also accented by the emphasis of a "German 
socialism" or a "national socialism" in contrast to a 
European socialism of a Marxian or Utopian variety®
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because of inadequate economic resources9 introduced the 
qustionierlhat are we fighting for?" Ho one had really con
sidered this question in the autumn of 191& when people with 
differing opinions took thergovernment8s war interpretation 
for granted as their own® It seemed clear then5 that the 
German people were innocent of any 88guilt" in starting the 
war| the fatherland was attacked from all sides and had to 
be defended® By the end of 1916$ however,.opinions began 
to sharpen,and various views were crystallized® Generally 
speaking, German war aims could be classified in three 
groups® The Imperialist and aggressive elements of society 
proclaimed the war as the ascent of Germany and German 
culture ® Their war aims included annexations of various 
territories® The "Ban-Germans%  together with the Military 
High Command9 which through the prolongation of the war had 
produced General Ludendorff as the de facto dictator of 
Germany, had largely identical views, centering on the sub
ordination of Belgium as a guarantee of German security 
against future aggression® The powerful industrialist as
sociations and Prussian agrarian leagues had similar annexa
tionist views ® The second group consisted of those whose war 
aims shifted according to the fortunes of war® When victory 
appeared possible, their demands increased? when victory 
seemed less likely, they showed a willingness to settle for less® 
ill of the parties in the Reichstag except the Socialists



eomld. 136' classed in this group ef "mlia" .'amiexatlonists,.
representing "modest^ war alms. The chief opponent of any 
territorial, changes was the Socialist Party9 despite its 
vote in support of the war credits. The great majority of 
party members regarded the war as a defensive one 9 imposed 
against the will of the people® A peace without annexation 
could be the only result of this defense of liberty against 
aggression® The Socialists considered the struggle as a war 
against the greatest menace to European liberty9 the auto
cratic Czarist Bussia. The party leadership did not realize 
soon enough the imperialist plans of the ruling groups in 
Germany® The small "right wing66 of the party was pro na
tionalist and militaristics, basing its view on the deep 
attachment of the working classes to the nation® For these 
socialist wpatriots% the war had created a real people®s 
army in place of the feudal army of Prussia. The small 
"left wing8* of the party opposed the war altogether and re
corded its opposition to war credits in the Reichstag® In 
1916 this group left the party and constituted itself as 
the Independent Socialist Party (USPD)®

. The outbreak of the Russian Revolution in March$ 
191?$ provided a great stimulus to the peace movement in 
Germany. The Socialist war yiew9 the defensive struggle 
against Czarist Russias gained more support. The politi
cal transformation within Russia^ having ended the danger
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to German security$ removed in this view.the purpose for the
continuation of the war® The Majority Socialists were able 
to win a considerable number of the Centrist deputies to their 
view points Their efforts were greatly aided by the Center 
Party leaderg Erzberger$ who, after returning from a tour of 
the Eastern fronts presented a rather gloomy picture of the 
military situation ih a speech on July 6s 1917» Erzberger9 s 
report came as a shock to the Eeichstag deputiesg who now, 
perhaps for the first time, realized the true situation® A 

majority of the deputies united under this impact in the 
most independent action of the Reichstag during the entire 
war, by passing the famous Peace Resolution of July, 191?, 
affirming the peaceful aims of Germany in the war® The Reso
lution, introduced by Erzberger, represented an act of posi
tive cooperation between the Center Party and the Socialist 
Party ® These two parties $ deeply rooted in the Western tra
dition, established here a mutual declaration of interest 
which provided the basis for future cooperation, especially 
during the entire life span of the Weimar Republic® This 
first meeting of. minds created a front between friends and 
opponents which suggested the future line up of the Weimar 
period® — .

The passage of the Peace Resolution ended the po
litical Burgfriede® The supreme command, despite assurances 
to respect the Reichstag majbrity,; now inspired the creation 
of the Vaterlandspartei,. a party designed expressly to oppose 
the sentiments expressed in the Peace Resolution® The real



thinking of the military leader^ and the complete dominance 
of that body over the civilian government , cop.pled. with the 
weakness of am emperor Incapable of using his own powers, was 
revealed in the relations and negotiat#:bns with, the new Bolshe 
vik government in Bussia® The Treaty of Brest-Litovsk indi-h.:1 
eated how. d.eeply the Pan-German sentiment was rooted in the 
government hnd in public opinion® This treaty was negoti
ated ,,within. only a few months after the Peace Resolution and 
it was, accepted ..by' all parties except the Socialists® Erz- 
berger,: the' chief architect of the resolution, now believed 
:in.::thh>.:possibilitiy.;of a German victory® The;'Majority Social
ists denounced the Treaty as a violation of the principle of 
selfdetermination® The party, however, did not oppose its 
ratification but abstained from voting, since the victory 
in the East,,, in their view, would bring peace soon in the 
lest®; '■ ■ ■■ .

' The best expression of the desire for peace on the 
home, front was,a wave of strikes beginning in the winter of 
1918, whieh. were ruthlessly suppressed by the military® 
nevertheless, the development of the parliamentary state 
structure in the last days of the Empire did not come through 
such pressure for reform from below, but rather ironically 
through the pressure of the Supreme command facing a now 
hopeless military situation in the .fall of 1918® Ludem- . 
dorff demanded, the democratization of parliament in a sudden 
move’as a requirement for armistice negotiations based on



the Wilsonian "Fourteen Points"®5 , .
The sudden collapse of the Western front was a sur

prise to most Germanso The old order had sought to hide the 
antagonism that existed in German society before 191^° The 
. wars after an initial phase of enthusiasm8 had only increased 
the tensionso The confusion of tendencies which expressed . 
it-Self in the conflicting aims and goals of the parties and 
other groups9 in the intellectual dualism between Deutschtum 
in form of die Ideen iron 1914 and Western tradition in form 
of die Ideen von 1789 as well as the role of the Emperor 
during the war --all these manifested themselves in the revo
lutionary fervor displayed everywhere * Monarchism9 authori
tarianism 9 and the military system disintegrated in the col
lapse of 1918o One observer stated rather accuratelys "When 
the Eephblie took the place of the Monarchy$ nobody opposed 
the Bepublic s in order to die for the Monarchy#"  ̂ On Ho- 
vember 9$ 19188 the day of the abdication of the Hohenzel- 
lern dynasty^ Philipp Scheidemann$ the leader of the Social
ist Party proclaimed the Bepublie9 later popularly designated 
the Weimar Republic# Two days later the armistice agreement

5lhe definition of the parliamentary powers and the 
political parties supporting them* emerged after the col
lapse* with the Weimar constitution, and the Weimar parliament

• ^August Wlnnig»Das Reich als Bepublik 1918-1928 
(Stuttgart s Cotta Verlag* 1928) $ in K1 emens vbn-'Klemperer* 
Gemianv' s Mew Conservatism 1 Its History and Dilemma in the 
20th century (Princetong Princeton University Press# 1957T o .
P. 77• v";" . ‘ ' /' . ■ ■ ■ • ;  ̂ / ■■■



was signed and the Emperor fled to Holland, The suhseqnent 
revolution was more a oollapse than a violent upheaval for 
political ohange®

The war years had already indicated the grouping of 
the forces for and against the infant Republice The oppor
tunity for a true reorganization of German life, which was 
offered by the sudden collapse of the Empire, passed with- . 
out a real social revolution which might disturb the lineup 
of parties and interest groups to any extent. The Versailles 
Treaty, expected by all parties,except the Sparta.cus group, 
to be a peace on the basis of Wilson6s Fourteen Points, was 
as great a-' shock to all Germans as . the sudden military col
lapse in the West, It did not, however, alter greatly the 
basic confusion existing among-the supporters and opponents 
alike of parliamentary demoeraeye 1 , '

The confusion of tendencies existing in German so
ciety during the decisive years of 1917/1918$ influencedfhe 
the subsequent course of the Republic and contributed to the 
negative criticism which made it a "Republic without Republi
cans  ̂ The birth of the democratic experiment corresponded 
with the emergence of a new historical period. The First 
World War, despite its revolutionary developments and its 
extensions in the colonies, was basically the conflict of 
national states for the hegemony of Europe, Only with the 
beginning of the Russian Revolution and the entry of the

^The statement is attributed to Friedrich Horsing, 
leader of the Relchsbanner , in a speech made in 1924,



United States Into the war, did this universal aspect of the 
situation become visiblea Already then the present Washington 
- Moscow polarity appeared, which threw its'shadows over the 
birth pains of the infant Bepublie*®

Beoent German history, perhaps unavoidably, is still 
viewed in an emotional way. In consequence all discussion 
of the dissolution of the Weimar Bepublic and the correspon
ding rise of National Socialism has been affected by pre
judices of personal, economic, or political sort® The con
fusion of tendencies during the last years of the Empire, 
which: had resulted in the establishment of the Republic, is 
also reflected in the historical interpretation of the col
lapse of this democratic experiment. In the investigation 
of the vast literature on the subject three separate and 
conflicting interpretations emerge representing roughly the 
Marxist, the liberal and the conservative historical view.^

A simplified Marxist view presents the collapse of 
the democratic experiment as the result of a conspiracy led '. 
by monopoly capitalism® This theory, in its doctrinaire 
form, is based on a series of Marxlst-Leninist economic as
sumptions which appear plausible® The main theme of this 
thesis is the aggressiveness of monopoly capitalism; the

®ef$ Hans Rothfels,nZeltgeschlchte als Aufgabe% 
VlertelJahrshefte fur Zeitgesehlehte.I (Jan. 1953KPP- 1-8.

9of® Andrew G® Whiteside, ^The Nature.and Origins 
of National Socialism88® Journal of Central European Affairs® 
XVII (Apr® 195?)»PP°W-?3.'
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lesser one 9 the dominant political tradition regarded as 
authoritarian, and the dominant social tradition regarded as 
anti-democratic» The Republic simply had to give way to a 
higher phase, of capitalismIn this view National Socialism 
is only the German form of international fascism, the highest 
stage of imperialism, which the lower classes preferred 
over the choices presented by the other parties. Franz 
Neumann presents the best example of this reasoning=• In 
his view "the central problem was the imperialism of Ger
man monopoly capital, becoming ever more urgent with the 
continued growth of the process of monopolization0 The
more monopoly grew, the more incompatible it became with

10political democracys o Traces of this dogmatic thinking
appear also in the writings of Ernst Niekisch, to whom

11bourgeois business is '*always a predatory incursion®*s
The historian with’a more liberal view regards Na

tional Socialism as an unstable combination of various in
terest groups of conflicting purposes„ This view is prob
ably most generally accepted in the West® - The National So
cialist mass movement and its reactionary collaborators 
had certain objectives and aims in common, yet within 
this alliance the partners distrusted one another, each
'_____

" Franz Neumann? Behemoths The structure and practice 
of National Socialism (Londons Ifictor"GolIancz LtdV, "19^277’ 
p. 22® ” . .

11 ■" #a.s burgerllche Geschaft ist stets ein Baubzug";
Armin lohler, Review of Das Reich der niederen D&monen, by
Ernst Niekisch, Politische Literatur, III (Apr, T95^)V P»382.
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straggling for mastery® The Party9 In this view had a .goal 
but not a theory of societys which could be introduced in 
the reorgahization :of the state® •In the liberal view the 
driving energy, resulting in force, is the dominant charac
teristic .in Germany6 s historical development® This is A® J, 
•Fv Taylor*s history emerging and running its course, in 
which ^every German organization of great power structure”, 
perhaps at first only defensive, ”grew into an engine of 
conquest and exploitation® ® The liberal historian seeks
to explain the nature and origins of National Socialism in 
the entire social and political development of Germany be
fore the rise of the Party® Emphasis is placed on.the middle 
and upper classes, in whose rankse the "movement” originated 
as a protest against Western parliamentary democracy, and on 
the reactionary and conservative high officials, army offi
cers and industrialists, who demanded Hitler as chancellor® 
These groups, according to;A® J® P® Taylor and others repre* 
sented already a certain "Nazi mentality" derived from the 
"Prussian spirit", ;whose essence is m i l i t a r i s m ® ' ^

According to conservative historians the success of 
National Socialism was the result of changes brought about

12A® J® P® Taylor® The Course of German History: A 
Survey of the development of Germany since l5l5 (New -XorkT" 
Cow&rd-ieCann , Ine ® S 194^77"1^^ ̂ ™9 »  " .

■̂̂ Qther historians representing a liberal view in
clude Koppel S® Pinson, Hans Kohn, Alan Bullock, Edmond 
Vermeil, Gordon Craig, J® W® Wheeler-Bennet, He.B® Trevor 
Hoper, Erich Eyck, and Hajo Holborn®
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in European historj "by the French and the Industrial revo
lutions . The evidence of these changes can be seen in the 
increase of the political, power of the, masses within soci
ety and a corresponding decrease of power of such insti
tutions as the ohureh and of religion generally® The con
servative historian detects the growth of a generation of 
materialists who represent a decline of traditional Western 
idealism* As a result of this change in the seemingly re
mote nineteenth century9 the political manipulation of the 
masses was in effect made easy now by the development of new 
means of popular control of mass media, especially through 
the newspapers, and9 of course, the radio and motion pictures® 
Thus the victory of national Socialism was the result of the 
manipulation and the control of masses and their vote*

A fairly representative statement of the conserva
tive view is that of Friedrich Heineeke s for whom the Indus
trial Revolution created the politically, ignorant technician9

. ■ \ . / the homo faber, while the ideas of nationalsim produced a
utilitarian outlook combined with, a scientific spirit, intense

1Anationalism.and great will power® When these two tenden- . 
cies combined in the twentieth century a consoiousless calcul- 
lating type appeared with the passion for power at all cost® 
"Whatever ®»» could be calculated and admired technically, 
if it brought wealth and power it seemed justified —  in fact,

^The conservative view is represented, amongst 
others, by Friedrich Meinecke, Walter boerlitz, Hannah . 
Arendt, and Gerhard Ritter® ,
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even morally justified if it served the welfare of one6 s
own e o u n t r y $ $ The political party "became, the dynamic
expression of the phenomenon Ortega y Gasset called the

l6"revolt of the masses"® '
Conservative historians have suggested that there 

is a separation "between the political and intellectual 
history of Prussia and events in the twentieth century his
tory of Germany® 'l"!$hpy$ therefore., reject the liberal view 
that there existed a specific “Hazi mentality"9 citing the 
very records of the elections of the 1920s9 which Indicate 
that national Socialism never attained anything like a 
clear majority® Instead they point out that the changes 
brought about by the French and Industrial Revolutions can 
not be limited to Germany alone$ but are the common.property 
of all nations of Western civilization in the twentieth cen
tury® : ,

The confusion of tendencies and ideas of the dilemma
rbetween political theory and political action has influenced

1 ̂ ,: ^lelnecke® ...op® , elt® 9 p® 51®
l^Jose Ortega y Gasset, The Revolt of the Masses(New 

lorks Horton Co®, 1932/® Hodern totalitarianism exploits the 
premise of reason, which is supposed to prevail among the 
masses and on which the Western liberal democracy is based® 
The parallel between communism and national Socialism can be 
drawn in the conservative view® Both political systems at
tract the idealist by the promise of a perfect society domi
nated, either by the proletariat or by the mythical Volksge- . 
melhschaft® which in both cases is considered the inevitable 
development® Both movements combine the. ambivalence of cyn
icism, and Idealism, of the masses 'and the elite, of terror 
and enthusiasm, but above all, both claim to carry out the 
general will of the nation, Rousseau9s volomt6 general®e



1?
the eonfusion in the interpretation of recent. German history# 
Is it, therefore, surprising to find such disagreement on the 
reasons for the end of the Republie and the rise of a total
itarian state, which, during its short reign, destroyed the 
very concept of a German state? Is it surprising to find 
disagreement over what actually took place, over what the 
Germans thought took place, and, finally, over the signif
icance of the available “facts”?

The generation born between 1885 and 1900 was Ger
many’s tragic generation® It experienced its youth in the 
last years of peace of the Empire and found its maturity in 
thee great battles of the First World War# Of the two mil
lion German soldiers killed in action the majority belonged 
to this generation# The survivors returned to a Germany : 
which they hardly knew, and many found the change to a. ci
vilian existence was impossible# .GBuring the Republic this 
generation attempted to draw lessons from the confusing, tend
encies which existed in the war# Misunderstood by their fell 
low citizens and by the nation for which they fought, they 
became the adherents of causes which argued for a reorgani
zation of German life, based on and related to the great sac
rifices they had made for their country® The generation of * 
’"the uprooted and disinherited" failed#^ This failure of 
the war generation was the tragedy of the Republic as well,

•^Konrad Heiden, Per Fuhrer (Bostbns Houghton Mifflin 
Go®, 19#), p# 510#
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which could not ge&m to gain their support$

Philipp Seheidemann once compared the Republic to 
a "cahdle burning on both endswô  ̂ The flame on the Eight 
was far brighter than the flame on the Left, thus burning 
mere wax® The forces of irrationality$ of a mythical Volks- 
gemeinschaft a were largely responsible for the flame on the 
Eight® This amti-demoeraotlo sentiment in form of a call 
for the strong man and the awareness of a crisis in the demo
cratic state 9 was largely the work of these "Right wing" lit
erati 9 organized in parties operating within the party struc
ture; or belonging to para-military and semi-political for
mations; the Bunde» Some of these individuals were too un
compromising to associate with any group or party9 but wrote 
in small journals their personal philosophy of political sal
vation® In this latter groups later to emerge as the enfant 
terrible of the nationalist redeemers; was Ernst Junger® Tib 
confusion in the thinking in Weimar Germany represented no 
problem to him® The dilemma between conflicting ideas and 
ideals; between ideas and their application in political life 
was simply ignored in his writings® Junger9 s literary genius 
his brilliance and elan of style brought post-war nihilism 
to its highest form® Mo one "gave so much vent with so much

of® Edgar J® Jung$ "Die Tragik der Kriegsgeneration 
Buddeutsohe Monatshefte® XX?II (Kay 1930)s pp® 511-53^0

^%s quoted in Robert G® L® Waite® Vanguard of Nazism 
The Free Corps Movement in Post-war Germany^TgiFZl923 (Gam- 
bridge; Mass®:' Earvard Univ'efsity" Press f 281 ®



vehemence to the resentment against /bourgeois culture at home 
and against foreign influence and domination (from) abroad, 
as did Ernst Jtinger in his writings between 1920 and 1933®® e.
He preached a gospel of heroic struggle and pan-destructionism® 
During the post-war years Junger became the fascinating in
terpreter of a sophisticated militarism for the generation 
of the pre-war youth movement upon which the war had left its 
imprint® Some of the Bunde eagerly adopted the affirmation 
of the war experience of writers like Junger® It was. only 
logical that Junger would try to penetrate these groups with 
the political ideas which emerged from his own war experience® 

Junger5 s one rather unsuccessful attempt to influ- ' 
enee such a group by direct participation centered on the
Stahlhelau which had printed his war book Feuer und Blut in

21its printing house® fhe actuality of the Stahlhelm was a
far cry from its radical "right wing", which hoped to sus
tain the camaraderie of the trenches through a para- mili-

: optary organization® Thereafter no single group of nationalist 

2®Pinsoh,- op».:cit« » 'pp. 464-463®
2%rnst Junger, Feuer und Sluts Bin kleiner Ausschnltt 

aus elner ierossen Sohlaeht (Magdeburg: Stahlhelm Terlag”, 192j>)
22 'One.of the radical nationalists described a Stahl--

helm meeting which accents the difference between the radi
cals and the main body of the organization: "There was tre
mendous enthusiasm and we all marched around till the walls 
threatened to burst and we drank gallons of;beer® One man 
would slap another on the shoulder and say: °Yoii remember Che- 
min des Dames?®®®® And that was the war experience®®eHarching 
and flags and brass bands and, of course, fire works display®" 
Ernst von Salomon, .Per Fragebogen (Hamburg; s Bowohlt Verlag,
1951), p® 102 o
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malcontents could claim lunger’s undivided attention and 
loyalty® The editorship of several papers9 generally lim
ited in circulation to members of a political group, gave 
lunger a chance, to express his ideas without ever becoming a 
member of any group or Bund®2 This, freedom enabled him to 
gain influence in most small groups and circles9 which ad
vocated the ideas of a reorganization of society/ but which 
nevertheless frequently opposed each other® The choice of 
the journals was not too important for lunger, who regarded 
newspapers and journals as “a kind of traffic vehicle,” 
which one enters "without being able to determine the qual
ity of the passengers, and which one leaves at exactly the
point which one wanted to reach® Nothing is more important

2̂1-here than one’s luggage®K The 61 luggage” of the 65shock
ing and paradoxical lunger,R his political writings and the 
impact of his books, are an example of the radical, nation
alist view which provided the ”ideological oxygen” for the

p cflame on the Right of the candle Scheidemann spoke of®. 
_ _ _ _ _ _

lunger was co-editor of the following periodicals 
for the period indicated: Die 'Stahdartes Beitr&ge zur 7er-
tiefung des Frontgedankens~TMagdeburg), T925^1925T Stahdarteg
Wochenschrift des neuen National1smus (Magdeburg), Apr® 192F- 
Shgo 1926; Arminiusg Kampfschrift fur deutsohe Nationalisten 
(Munich), Noy®"T92^^1ay 192?| Per Vormarsohg Blatter der 
nationallstischen lugend (Berlin), Oct® 1927-March 1928;
Die Kommendeng Uberbundische Wochenschrift der deutschen lu- 
gend %FlarchheimJ, Ian® 1930- summer 1931®

'̂̂ Ernst lunger, ”Sehlusswort zu einem Aufsatz”, Wider- 
stand® 7 (lan® 1930)® P® 12...

25. Klemperer® Germany’s New Conservatism, p® 123®
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His writings indicated also an attempt to overcome the con
fusion existing among the supporters and foes of the Repub
lic through an intellectual radicalism? which gave new mean
ing to life after the great defeat®



CHAPTER 2

THE WAR g 1914 - 1918

The sadden collapse of the German Western front in
the fall of 1918 ended the war experience for most of the
soldierso For them$ the long road back began %

Along the road9 step upon step, in their faded, dirty 
uniforms march the grey columns« The unshaven faces 
beneath the helmets are haggard, wasted with hunger 
and long peril, pinched and dwindled to the lines 

- drawn by terror and courage and deaths They drudge 
along in silence; as they have marched over so many 
a road, without many wordsg so too now they march 
along this road back home into peace 0 Without manywords <,1

The homefront received the army with revolution, officers were 
abused, their insignias ripped from the' uniforms„ The younger 
officers, the captains and the lieutenants, unable to return 
to civilian IJAfe, fought on for a new order they did not love®

' ’ 2They formed the backbone of the Free Corps system®. The war 
which had been broken off externally continued on. the home- 
front e The confusion of tendencies in the late war resulted ’ 
in this ghastly battle — : "for the World War has become for

' ■ ■■ ■ ' ■ r ,ever a part of the German m i n d s " A The war had been the

1' ''Erich Maria Remarque, Per Meg Euruok,(Berlins Pro- 
pylaen Terlag, 1931), p® 29®

2 1 
■ ■ Waite® Op® cits. - p, 45® .
3 .  ̂i>.■Konrad Heiden,, A History of National Socialism (Hew Yorks Alfred A® Knopf, 1935)? p* 39%^ ™-™ — * —™
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greatest experience for most of the combatantss despite the 
great losses sustained and the ultimate defeat«, The inter
pretation of the great catastrophe divided the veterans and 
the nation into various groups $ each reflecting a different 
attitude which had to be defended against any conflicting in
terpretation e

The division in German public opinion regarding the 
war9 the war "guilt”-, and the defeat* is generally accepted 
as a two-fold one. The majority of the nation realized quite 
well the meaning of the lost war and set out with grim deter
mination to cope with the defeat<, The literary expression 
of this mood saw war as evil* as the destroyer of human val
ues., as the worst possible experience of man®^ This view re
flected an egocentric outlook, praising the value of the in
dividual and his uniqueness® Formulated in an intellectual 
and rational character this view was deeply rooted in the tra
ditions of Western civilization. The adherents of this view 
of the war experience insisted that the Empire, had displayed 
militaristic tendencies which could be considered as a Ger
man contributing factor to the "guilt" in the outbreak of 
the war® The ultimate defeat, in this view, was due to the 
overwhelming superiority of the enemy, who was able to crush

Zi» ' ■ - 1 ’More than 1®7 million Germans were killed, more than
4- million were wounded, and over 1 million were captured in 
the First World War® William K® Pfeiler, War and the German 
llnd. (Hew. Yorks Columbia University Press, 19^1), p® 39®

%he most prominent writers in this group included 
Hermann Hesse, Erich Marla Remarque, and Ludwig Renn®
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Germany economically and militarily despite German victories 
in the East® The supporters of this interpretation centered, 
their hope on a better world with universal peace® The Re
public, with which the civilization of the Western world had 
supplemented its military victory, was a positive step to
ward the achievement of, this ultimate goal® The new order 
based on this pacifist, international outlook could only be 
achieved through the reintegration of Germany into the West
ern cultural tradition® Consequently this view drew its 
greatest support from the democratic forces of the Social 
Democrats and the Center Partyg the two parties most deeply 
rooted in Western intellectual and cultural heritage, who 
also favored a policy of fulfillment towards the West® The 
aim of this pacifist view was well expressed by Remarque, 
when Georg Rahe, a victim of both war and peace, returned to 
the silent battle field to end his life in despair® Falling 
before the black crosses, erected in never ending rows like 
amnimmense army, he had a vision in his death agony® With 
his failing eyes he saw an'enormous procession of the dead, ,
symbolically representing the hope of all soldiers, marching

1 * 'J '' ' '' 6 to the last battle, the battle for permanent peace® The
world outside of Germany had taken it for granted that Re
marque’s novel Im Western Nichts Neues was a representative

7 : 'of war and the post-war generation® In reality it was far

. ^Remarque® Per Weg Zuruck® pp® 354-355»
^Erich Maria Remarque, Im Westen Nichts Heues(Berlins 

Propylaeh yerlag, 1929)®



more 'characteristic of the state of mind prevailing in the
. :  ■ ■ ■ . ' ■ • -  ' 8 Western democracies9 where Remarque8 s success was greatest®
The second main interpretation of the war came from 

those patriotic Germans who could not accept the defeat and 
therefore resented and opposed the Republic® They were the /; 
patriots 9 largely of the VaterlandsparteiB the army and other 
annexationist groups9 who had lost most of their following in 
the collapse of 1918 ® low their goals and ideas were dis
credited by the philosophy on which the Bepublie was founded® 
For these patriotic nationalists® who looked to the Second- 
Empire for guidance, the military failure was the result of 
the revolution 9 not the other way around§ for them "the true 
order of Cause and effect was r e v e r s e d ® "9 The belief stabi
lized itself in these groups, among which the Bunde must be 
counteds that the great army had been betrayed by the civil- 
ian elements at homes by socialists 9 liberals and Jews®
The uneonquered army had been stabbed in the back by criminals

So it had all been in vain, in vain the sacrifice and 
privationss in vain hunger and thirst for endless 
months, in vain those hours that we stuck to our post 

■ when the fear of death gripped our soul, and in vain

This impression was further enhanced by the almost 
sole,translation of war books expressing the pacifist-inter
national view®

. o - :Melneoke® on® cit®® p® 30®
The myth of the patriots received indirect aid from 

the "criminals" it attacked® Friedrich Ebert, the future •• 
Beichspresident9 welcomed the troops returning from the front 
at their entry to Berlin with the words s KAs you return un
eonquered from the field of battle, I salute you I1* Freihelt ® 
11 Dec® 19189 in Waite® op® eito,. p® 7®



. the deaths of two millions who fell in the ful
fillment of their duty * »e«, Was all this done in or
der to enable a gang of despicable criminals to lay 
hand on the fatherland? *> ® e ®While they still held 
the hand of the Emperor in theirs9 the other hand 
reached already for the dagger®11

In support of their view the patriots pointed to the great 
victories in the East9 to the treaties with Russia and Ru
mania® Their slogan became ^Im Pelde Unbesiegt f6C;12 After 
the presentation of the Versailles Treaty it was clear to 
them that the allies had tricked them9 not defeated them®
The undefeated German army had voluntarily laid down its 
arms in the hope of a just peabe based on President Wilson’s 
Fourteen Points® Moreovers there was the profound convic
tion in their ranks that the German nation had been unjustly 
accused of the responsibility for causing, the war® A great 
moral wrong had been committed against the German nation®
The tewar guilt clauseM was a great aid in strengthening their 
appeals, and not only their political appeal® For many Ger
mans the loss of distant territories and provinces $ even the 
reparation settlement was of little concern® Yet almost all 
Germans were deeply affected by that single clause which im
plied an admission of ’’guiltw for causing the war® To many

“Adolf Hitlers Mein KampfCJubilaumsausgabei Munchen 
Zentralverlag der MSDAP* 1939)9 PP® 205- 206®

12The official designation of the Stahlhelm veter
ans 5 organization was s wPer Stahlhelm® Bund der sohlacht- 
erprobten® unbesiegt heimgekehrten deutschen Frontsoldaten 
und der von Ihnen im Gelste der Wehrhaftigkeit erzogenen 
Jungmannen ®K: Stahlhelm Jahrbuoh 192? 9 ed® Franz Sehauweeker
litogdeburgi Stahlhelm Verlag^ 192?H P® 13®



Germans the European political tensions appeared in a new 
light, as if the world tensions "had begun with the allied 
crime at Versailles „t f fo that part of the middle class 
supporting the nationalists, the democratic government, cre
ated by the Weimar constitution, appeared as "the product of 
disloyalty to the nation, 'as an' unheroic attitude of the mind, 
as the selfish exploitation of a defeat caused by the treaoh -
' ' ' ' , -j hery of the masses in their lust for p o w e r T h e  adcept- 
anee of the Treaty by the Republic gave propaganda material 
to these patriots in their attack on the democratic parties, 
which "wrongfully confessed Germany's guilt at Versailles 
In Weimar Germany democracy was identified by a large group 
og" Germans with the West , the same group of countries that 
had inflicted the crippling peace on Germany® For these 
anti-democratic Germans, the late war became the origin of a 
demand for the reorganization of the state structured on mil
itary lines® In their view war was a necessary, construc
tive experience not only for men but also for nations® The 
Great War meant for these patriots a heroic conception of a 
dangerous living and the complete subservience of the

■̂ Hans Kohn, "Rethinking Recent German History", 
p® 25 in German Historyg Some new German Views (Bostong 
Beacon Press, 195^) ~ ™"

' 14 'leinecke® op® pit® „ p® 31®.
-̂ Richard M® Hunt, "Myths, Guilt, and Shame in Pre- 

Nazi Germany®" Virginia Quarterly Review, XXXIV (Sept® 1958),
P ® 36 0 ® . ■ ,



individual to the welfare of the state® This view was based
on an irrational and instinctive conception of life based on
some mythical VolksgemeInschaft» The war as a mythical -
force drew its appeal from the great sacrifices of the deads

Thousands of years may pass, but never will one be 
allowed to talk about or mention heroism without 
remembering the German army of the World War® Then 
the veil of the past will be lifted, and the iron 
front of the grey helmets will become visible, not 
wavering and not retreating, a monument to immor- 
tali by;® As long as Germans live they will remem
ber that these were the sons of their' n a t i o n .16

Only through the reorganization of the German state, demanded 
by this sacrifice of those who died for the Germany of the 
Second Empire, will the treason of the allies and of the 
traitors at home be overcome®

Besides the pacifist - international and the patri
otic -national interpretation of the war experience there 
existed a rather small group of so-called "new nationalists 
This group is regarded as significant in recent German his
tory because so many of its ideas were reflected in the the
ories and actions of Adolf Hitler and the National Socialist 
government, especially after 1935® The adherents of this . 
"new nationalism^: were the diehards who held the surrender 
dishonorable and would have preferred to fight to the death® 
They were mainly radicals, too young to have roots in the 
Second Empire and too radical to accept the Individualistic 
philosophy of the Republic® In their view both the Empire

^Hitler, op® cit®, p® 169®



and the Republic were anachronisms which had failed to prove 
themselves in the late war* She new nationalism^ of this 
group rejected.both of the previous Interpretations of the 
war with contempt as ^bourgeois"* She nationalism which 
they postulated could not be understood„ it had to be felt* 
fflm the light, of reason, everything becomes utilitarian? con
temptuous 9 and p a l e R a t i o n a l  analysis was looked upon 
with scdrn and the very acceptance of a discussion of values 
' would have been a concession to an “outmoded way of thinking." 
So the adherents of this view'the war as a historical event 
was unimportant. She importance of the war experience was its 
recreation in the minds of men to serve the ends of a "new 
nationalism". Shey demanded also a reorganization of the 
state based on the war experience„ and on this experience 
exclusively. For them the confusion of tendencies was of 
little importance; they simply ignored it. She peace meant 
tp these radicals only a continuation of the war by different 
means $ in which everyone fought on his own personal front? .

She war had come to an end* but the warriors marched 
on. Shey were rebels cut off from a world of bour
geois standards 9 who gathered in small groups to 
find their front. They had recognized the fraud 
of the peace| they did not want to participate in

^Ernst Junger. In Stahlgewittemi Aus dem Tagebuch 
eines Stosstruppfuhrers TBth edV? Berlins Mittler & SohnT”” 
T927T7" p® 2B2.01ted hereafter as Junger, In Stahlgewittern I.

18Krleg und Krieger. ed. Ernst Junger (Berlin? Junker
& Dunnhaupts 1930) '9 pTpZ
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it«, They clung to their weapons by an Imper- 
turbable instlnetel9

This group of "new nationalists” Is best represented 
by Ernst Junger9 whose writings showed the clearest expres-

. v
sion of their viewo The rejection of all values adhered to 
in both the Empire and the Republic$ enabled Junger to re
cord his war experience in9 what a critic called9 his "em
battled style”; the ability to abstract generalizations ex-

■ 20 "clusively from the war experience» These abstractions de
veloped into a philosophy, of war interspersed in the chrono
logical narrative of historical events„ The war had left an 
imprint on lunger without which his entire writings before
1933 would have been impossible« The war9. he wrote9 was the

21"most dramatic revelation” possible to man* The impres
sions he gained during the war were later compared to a 
“fire spewlSSg volcano®

The great battles of the war introduced an element of 
technology which destroyed pre-war beliefs forever®

-^Ernst.yon Salomon® Pie Geaehteten (Berlin; Bo- 
wohlt Verlagg 1937) in Alfred Eantorowicz9 “German Nation
alist Literature” ® The Hew'Republic® GIX (Dec® 69 194-3) 9 
ps 815® ■

J®P®: Stern® Ernst Junker (Hew Havens Yale University 
Press„ 1953)9 P® 28.

21Ernst Junger, “Vorwort”s p® X in Franz Schauwecker, 
Per Feurige Weg (Berlins Frundsberg Verlago 1928).

2^Ernst Junger, Die totale lobilmaohung® p®125 in 
Ernst Junger, Werke $ 1© vols.(Stuttgarts Klett Verlag, i960)$ 
V® This work was first published in 1931®
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Technology had discarded the mask of progress $ here for the 
first time the machine showed its true face in battle® Tech
nology celebrated wa .bloody triumph611 over the ideas repre
sented by the combatants on both sides of the trenches® 3̂ 
Trench warfare had introduced an unchanging face on the bat
tle field® The every day life of the trench soldier expres
sed itself in the easy quiet of the day and the threatening 
activities of the night; in the unbearable heat of the sum
mer and the sticky mud of the winter; in trench watches and 
life in the suffocating narrowness of the foxholes® Month 
after month the bombardmentt increased, indicating more and 
more the superiority of the enemy® Reconnaissance and shoek- 
troop actions became the only attempts to break this "monot
ony" of the trench life® The battle devoured men and mate
rial without discrimination® The only interruptions in the 
war were a few brief periods of leave and, for Junger, the 
even more frequent spells in the hospital® The stalemate 
of the trench warfare had not only introduced the element 
of technology upon the battle field,, it produced also a new„ . ' ' • f ■ ■ ' . ' -• '
conception of fighting® The trench "made war a trade, the 
fighters were transformed into laborers of death, ground 
away in a bloody w o r k d a y ® "24 The soldiers no longer attacked,

^Ernst Junger, Feuer und Blut (4th ed® s Berlins 
Frundsberg Verlag, 1929)9 p® 31»Cited hereafter as Junger, 
Feuer und Blut I®

2^Ernst Junger, Per Kampf als inneres Brlebnls® p® 33 
in Ernst Junger, Werke, V® Cited hereafter as Junger, Kampf 
als inneres Erlebnis II®



they were on a "work march"|  ̂officers no longer commanded 
trench •seetiohs but "work areas® the uniforms ‘became a 
"work garb" Soldiers $ "the tanknown workers in the deadly

28 " ' ' oqsphere,^ fought "with machine like diiris Ion of labor" %"dnd 
accomplished "a very sober and objective work,which cannot be 
learned o v e r n i g h t ® I n  the war of attrition the question 
of survival § of adjustment to the conditions of the trench, 
became paramount®- For the soldier in the treneh$ during the 
attacks, the motivation for fighting was important« What was 
human life worth in a desolation where the stench of destruc
tion and rotting corpses.filled the air? What kept the sola 
dier under such conditions at his post? The success of ev
ery military operation depended on soldiers executing their 
orderso Junger therefore took it for granted that duty and

. ■ ' 31 ' : 'honor had to be the basic pillars of every army.-7 let the.

25Ernst J unger $, Das Waldchen 125i Bine Chronlk aus den 
Grabenkampfen 1918sP, 337 in Junger^Werke  ̂ I» Cited hereafter 
as Junger, Waldchen II« This work was first published in 1925=

9/Ernst Junger9 In Stahlgewlttern9 p®126 in Junger$ ,
Werke. I'« Cited hereafter as Junger9 In Stahlgewittern lie 
This work was first published in 19200

^^Jungero In Stahlgewittern II, p® 230=
28Ibidoo -p. 131.
29irnst Junger9 Das Waldchen 125 (2nd ed.? Berlins 

Mlttler & Sohns 1926)9 p093° Cited hereafter as Junger9 Wald-' 
ohen Io This work was first published in 1925o

^^Jungerj Feuer und Blut I, p. 47=
^Junger9 In Stahlgewittem lo p.. 164



military selection of men and their basic training were not 
enough to guarantee survival■in the hell of attrition® The 
right attitude, the proper motivation, was necessary to sur
vive the ordealo In the early months of the war motivation 
was not important| enthusiasm still prevailed =, Yet, with 
the disappearence of a chance for quick victory that enthu
siasm was no longer enough® At the same time the patriotism 
of the home front had no place in the trenches®.

fn 1915$ returning to Germany in a hospital train,
32Junger’s conversion to the "new nationalism" began® This 

sentiment for the nation was not the same as the official pa
triotism with its war aims and war propaganda® Junger9s na
tionalism came from the blood, from the men who fought and 
died for their country® "What is sealed with blood can on
ly be perceived through the blood® Only from the blood do 
we receive the great concepts of history, honor, manliness, 
fatherland®®®*''-̂  These concepts, based on the comradeship, 
courage, and discipline prevailing in the trenches, became 
the basis for the."new nationalism"® The technical aspects 
of the battle may have appeared paramount to the eye; in ac
tual ®Q5fcb*t"the best and boldest blood" still d e c i d e d ®

32junger$ in Stahigewittern II® p® 40 
^Junger® Waldchen I® p® 229®
^Ibld®, p® 56 ®



The best and boldest TDlood manifested itself In the youth; 
the highest intellect in the technical arsenal available to 
the combatant; "both are invisibly united through the idea, 
justfcas the soul unites body and"spirit.*35

The fundamental axiom for Junger’s ideology was sim
ply s 85Wars are not won, no matter what is said, through sen
timents, or because of enthusiasm, nor through reason. «® 6Por 
not on the justness (of the war and war aims) depends the de
cision, but on the stronger and more firmly grasped will to

'' ' 36 ' ' - ■ ' ' • -power.* . This will to power was based on nationalism, the 
love for the fatherlando The acceptance of honor, duty, and 
sacrificial death for the fatherland proceeded from the abso
lute refusal to question or debate these concepts. Perhaps 
one should not really Understand the concept, for Bthe fa
therland is also a religion; belief alone works miracles,*3? 
Wo definition of the concept of the fatherland was ever given 
the closest definition of the soldier believing in the nation 
was one who is volkisch, one who *spurt den Pulssohlag der 
Art der er entstammt.*38 xt was on this irrational concept 
that Junger imposed a rationalistic method, for his Weltan
schauung in which the group interest took precedence over

35junger$ Feuer und Blut I„ p.:85«
. 3^Junger, Waldchen I, p. 30*
3?Ibido$ p."31.
38Itld., p. 159»



. 35
39the individual. The test of the belief in the nation was 

for Junger the real proof of the validity of his idea. The 
action, the willingness to test the idea, expressed itself 
,$in the highest ethic of the d e e d . T h e  expression of
courage, "heroism in action” became the essence of being a

ZlIsoldier.- Perhaps the soldier was fighting, was risking his 
life day after day, month after month, year after year for 
the wrong idea. In order to eliminate any doubt as to his 
own value system, Junger centered the importance of the 
thought construction not on the validity of the belief it
self, but on the determination to stand up for this idea, 
which was accepted in blind faith. He stated therefore em
phatically g "Nobody can take our value. Hot for what we 
fight is most important, but how we fight... To be a war
rior, to risk one?s own person, and be it for the smallest

k2idea, weighs heavier than all brooding over good and evil."

39 ■" This irrationalism of the "new nationalism” can 
be seen in an Interview between a British reporter and Franz 
Schauweckers”5Youm.always talk of the ’Idea6 , of the ’faith6. 
How what is your ’idea6? What is your ’faith9?” Sehauweoker’s 
short replyg "Germany.” "But what do you mean, what do you 
conceive by Germany”? "The6idea9, the 9faith’ and with a 
shade of contempt in his voice'Sehauweoker added, "If you 
don’t feel it you will never understand it.” Kantorowicz, 
"German Nationalist literature”, p. 81$.

^Junger, Feuer und Biut 1« p. 37.
41 ' ' . /:Ibid.,p. 50o Courage, for Junger, "comes before all 

other things, no matter what fancy names they carry. A sol
dier without courage is like a Christian without faith.” 
Junger, Kampf als inneres Erlebmis II, p. $6.

^2The italics are Junger9s. Ibid., p. 78.



The increasing mechanization of warfare seemed to 
offset the value of the individual soldier| his idea9 expres
sed through courage and bravery appeared useless in the face 
of the storm of steel= Junger9 confronted with this objec
tion^ which endangered the validity of the entire thought com- 
plex9 rejected this criticisms He did not affirm "the erro
neous opinion that the infantry engagement had disintegrated 
into an uninteresting, mass butcheryow For him9 the coura
geous soldier had not lost his importance $ on the contrary9
he became more important® The “work" on the decisive points
was only accomplished by a few fighters$ an elite who embodied
the spirit of mechanized warfare* In Junger9s opinion all 
military success originated through the deed of the indi
vidual 9 while the mass of the combatants represented only 
thrust- and fire power a ̂

As an infantry officers Junger understood the rear
rangement of the battle field and new power deployment cor
responding to its The decisive elite in his “sphere of■ work"

, 45were the shock- or stormtroops®  ̂ They became the conquerors

   ... 43 ■■ . ' ' b '^Junger® In Stahlgewittem I* p® 210,
^Ibid® 8 p® 268®
^Iver since 191^ the stormtroops had been used oh a 

small scale® Only in 1916 did the concept of the stOrmtroop 
as a well trained and well equipped elite corps develop®
Their job was literally to storm the trenches and force a 
breakthrough for the regular infantry® Special equipment 
was used for these troops who trained with life fire and 
hand-grenades® .



, ■■ -3?
of fear .and fought more recklessly9 fiercely9 and more ruth
lessly® In a brutal grandeur they were the ”jugglers of 
death,, experts of explosives e®emagnlfloant beasts of prey5’ %
they had eonquered the machine through their determination 

46and courageB They represented an elite on the battle
field, a new type, who regarded war not only as a duty but
as adventure as well«, ■ . :

The yearning for adventure was already visible in
4?Junger8s youth, and the war held the same condition» The

true soldier, in his opinion, was the volunteer, like him
self, of the mercenary® The stormtrooper, the freebooter 
of the twentieth century, combined both figures; he was sol
dier and adventurer at the same time® His task was the 
destruction and annihilation of the enemy, and it was this 
adventure which made it easy® “Let us not be ashamed to 
call ourselves adventurers,w lunger demanded, for it is our

hQctGerman!o inheritance®88 The old chivalry had disappeared 
in the war of attrition and the mechanized battle; what he 
called the Materialsohlacht®. Chivalry had passed forever, 
having yielded to the more intensive tempo of battle, just 
.la#:e all noble and personal feelings must yield where the
     .i, z '

Junker® Kampf als inneres Erlebnls 11, p® 40®
47 -'In his youth Junger had joined briefly the French

Foreign Legion® This episode was later published as Afrika-
nlsche Spiele (Hamburg! Hanseatische Veriag.sanstalt, 193^77™

^Jun^er® Feuer und Blut 1, pp® 68, 66®
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machine becomes the domina.ting , element e The stormtrooper 
had conquered the material, had conquered the machine• He. 
had also created a new, "unromantic chivalry,which had 
its roots in the lust for adventure® It was the ”chivalry
of the pilots the law of the jungles kill or he killed»
This abuse of term, whereby the romantic concept of chivalry 
became the law of the jungle, was' characteristic of almost 
all the writers of the *new nationalism®”' Words were used 
by them with a reversed meaning and yet they wbre charged 
with the same emotions which they formerly had® Junger’s 
concept of chivalry is no longer the traditional one, yet 
it was just as fervently defended.as the conservative de
fended his concept of chivalry* It was this confusion of 
terms, which made writers like Junger so ambiguous since the
reader was of the opinion very often that he was dealing
with the traditional rational thought construction®

The power of the war had overcome the young lieu
tenant much like an intoxicant* The war had become a hunt, 
in which the roles changed frequently from hunter to hunted® 
War had become atrWettstreitf while at the same time it 
remained "eln blutlges Fest®”-^ When the barrage of steel

^Jungera Peuer und Blut I® p® 143®
•̂0Ibid®; p® 143*

' 51 .Junger, WaMehen_I$ p® 62*
^2Junger® Waldchen. II* p«352«
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dulleds exhausted and made others insensible; when the dead
ly boredom and the hopelessness of the trench warfare under
mined the moral fiber of the common soldier9 then personal 
adventure became the salvation for men like Junger* Nowhere 
was the life of heroism and recklessness better expressed 
than in the patrol® That was the best relaxation from the 
grey routine of the trenches»' Here one really could be the 
hunter waiting for the prey® Fear9 eostaoyg and pain all 
were forgotten; the instinct to destroys to kills found its 
climax; the long motionless waiting became irrelevant® The 
theory of the lecture rooms the practice of the rifle range9 
and the experience of previous action all combined in this 
supreme moment when the human figure moved within range of 
the rifle® This was the highpoint of war, the great adven
ture, a state of pure presence when all other human values 
were discardedo The past and the future remained outside 
the horizon in which only the moment existed and counted®
War was indeed for men like Junger the greatest experience
' . 53 . •of man®

The spirit of adventure rounded out the new warrior 
type created by the "new nationalism^ of fatherland; honor9 
duty, and loyalty® The blood, the sacrifice, the deed had 
brought him forth# He belonged to an elite for whom fighting

-^“Da geht ein Schauer durch die Nerven® der mit
keinem anderen Gefuhl aneh nur vergllchen werden kann #"
Junger, Waldchen I® p® 59



was no longer a means to an end but an end in itself<= The 
warrior9 strengthened by his “ideastrained for the tech
niques of modern warfare and equipped with the most up to 
date weapons9 still had to face the central problem of war9 
that of existence and deathe In former warss consisting of 
a series of relatively short encounters $ the risk of one6 s 
life occurred only for the few hours of fighting,. For the 
soldier of the First World War9 howevers death was an ines
capable element = The trenchess the frontlines knew no pe
riod of rest0 The storm of steel recognized neither morning 
nor evening, day nor night9 winter nor summer* Death and 
destruction were its constant9 never changing face ® This 
thousandfold death did not distinguish between officer and 
private 9 or between the elite imbued by Junger8 s idea and 
the common soldier? it was the great equalizer of all sol
diers' on both sides of the trenches *

The first battlefield death J unger witnessed had left
5 4a deep Imprint on him* In order to escape the discomfort 

at the sight of the dead, an abstraction took place in lun
ger 1 s mind* Looking at a corpse9 his eyes would focus “on a 
distance, as if they would not like to see clearly a close 
object* * *“55 This “defective” sensibility which was

strange feeling to look in such questioning 
eyes, a shuddering which I never lost completely during the 
war * Junger* In Stahlgewittern 11* p* 32*

^Junger* Waldohen II* pp* 397-398* :
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fundamental to Junger5' s ideology,, in which soldiers “die in 
good form9w^^ and the victim was one "who leaves forever the 
fighting form.atlon$w^^ rarely falledo^ Junger held the con
viction that the death of the individual. was not a very , mean
ingful e v e n t p or the adherents of Junger” s "new national
ism* only one "shining truth" remained g

Death-for a conviction is the greatest fulfillment®
It is acknowledgements, deeds aceomplishments; belief $ 
hope, and goal; it is in this imperfect world the one 
perfect thing9 it is absolute perfectiono Even if the 
cause is nothing and the conviction everything® lay 
one die $ stubbornly convinced of a fallacy9 he has 
achieved greatness® e® . He tsrho dies for an erroneous 
■ idea still remains a hero.60

In the great battles of the war, in the "storm of 
steels" out of "fire and blood,® -.and through the "fight as 
an inner experience" a new type of soldier had emerged. The 
warrior type, who represented the attitude of a certain group 
of veterans9 could explain the great sacrifices for the nation® 
He :could explain why men fought and died for ideas. In order

-5̂ Junger $ Waldchem I® p®36. 
v  v : : ^ T l b i d . s  p .  1 3 9 ®  ' . ;•

•5®During the description of the Battle of Lange- 
marck (1917). Junger8 s narrative was briefly interrupted by 
the account of a suprise,meeting between Junger and his 
seriously wounded brother. Already short of men, he ordered 
five of his remaining soldiers.:to carry the brother out of 
the. zone of combat.. A human gesture—  yet, in the world In. 
which the death, of the Individual was not a very meaningful 
event, such an action in the midst of battle was a breach of . 
duty, high treason against the nation® of. Junger, In Stahl- 
gewittern II, n. 181. ;

■59jung;er9 In Stahlgewittem I. p. 131. .
6o .■■■■''■.. 'JUnger. Kampf als inneres Erlebnls II. p. 107. -



.. ■ to supplement this view of the individual and form a well 
rdunded philosophy of warj Junger attempted to interpret the 
o*t*igin and purpose of war itself® The aetual "battle recogniz
ed no other laws than those of survival® Ethical consid
erations had no meanings War seemed to Junger the expression 
of an impersonal will; in battle no other laws existed than 
those of nature 6 Nature expressed itself by giving to the 
strongest nation the victory in war® A struggle of the di
mensions of the First World War ‘'will prove clearly and un
mistakably $ if a nation still deserves to live $ or if she
has played her role and must make room for a stronger and

62therefore better one&̂  War does not subordinate itself to 
66 the fleeting laws of culture” and therefore any attempt to 
eliminate it by legislative measures" would be futile 

War was an expression of nature 9 and would reappear period
ically so that, the earth can test its creation® The paci
fist and the internationalist opposing war were only "the 
already untimely rearguard of the Enlightenment;" they were

z,,
the "true parasites of culture0" War, the periodical ex
pression of the will of nature, and men fighting the battles .

^Junger, Feuer und Blut I, p, 63®
The italics are Junger®s, Waldohen I, p® 22® 

g3Ibld®, p® 50®
64Ibid. o g pp o 50 ■— 51®
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were both products of naturet

Mar9 the father of all things9 is also our father®
He has hammered us, chiselled us9 and hardened us 
into that which we are now®. And always as long as 
the wheel of life still turns in us, war will be 
the axis around it revolves® War raised us for 
battle ® and warriors we will remain as long as we 
live,65

The confusion of terms and their abuse Is noted here again. 
Life, in Junger*s view, was meaningless except through wars 
it was the only "natural” way to live. War was in man, it 
was his nature® War was not the creation of man, it was 
part of him® We belong to nature, we only express her will® 
Ethical considerations on war therefore had no meaning since 
man was considered the product of war and nature® The sol
dier who thought that it\was bad that men kill each other, 
actually only objected to being killed himself® To view 
war only as destruction would, however, be equally wrong, 
since war represented also creation, a creation of fire and 
blood® War êducated** men and put all values "which were 
half forgotten," since they had no opportunity for expres-

Z /
sion, back on their "right place®" This creation through 
fire was further enhanced because it was not reason which 
decided the issue, but something more primitive and more in- 
stinctive®^? War became for Junger a form of life "ennobled

^Junger, Kampf als inneres Erlebnis IX, pp» 13-14® 
66Junger, Waldchen I® p® 37•
^^Junger® Feuer und Blut I® p® 54® .
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through ohivalrygtf the 8 chivalrye without compromise

If war was not only destruction but also creation it
did not matter if one died for the wrong cause and the wrong
idea* As long as the individual fought for an idea, either
right or wrong; something positive would develop* lunger’s
affirmation of war for war’s sake had been completed*

lunger’s war account found its climax in the March
offensive of 1918* It was the last great German effort to
settle the fate of nations through blood and iron* lunger
was aware, "even if only with the sentiment9n of the impor-

69tanoe of the hour* ' lust as in this battle the fate of Ger
many was decided, so the fate of nations would in the end 
rise and fall with the fortunes of war* The atmosphere be
fore the attack was charged with high tension* The officers 
stood around, nervously exchanging jokes* Hobody kept a 
clear head in the noise of artillery fire, machine guns and 
other implements of war* The nerves registered fear no 
longer* Officers and soldiers alike had become blind and in
different to personal fate* In a mixture of emotions, arous
ed by bloodthirstiness, rage and alcohol, the.advance towards 
the enemy positions began$

A develish rage gripped us* The overpowering desire 
to kill gave me wings* The fury squeezed bitter

^lunger,' Kampf als inneres Erlebnls II* p* 53« 
^lunger, In Stahlgewittem I, pp* 226-227*
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tears from my eyes® fhe enormous will of.destruc
tion was weighing on the field of battle (Wahlstatt)®
It concentrated itself.in our brains and plunged 
them into red fog® While sobbing and stammering we 
called to each other disconnected sentences„ and ■
an outsider perhaps could have thought we were overcome by happiness®70

The effort was in vain® The last chance for Germany to
change the overwhelming odds of the war in her favor was
lost®

In Junger8 s' opinion such a "match5* should have been 
"played" unhesitatingly to the bitter end®^^ The more hope
less the cause 9 the more appeared the honor® While the Ger
man soldier rushed in worn out uniform from battlefield to 
battlefield in order to let his vastly superior opponent feel 
his iron fist,- he was nevertheless in an "unprecedented he
roic struggle g which is indeed unique in world history®55 
Could there be a greater sign, Junger asked, of the power of 
his idea than to go hungry and suffer for this c a u s e ? 3̂

In the autumn of 19189 defeat stared the German sol- . 
dier in the face® The illusion of victory had vanished for
ever® Junger remarked that the war was still fought "with 
the old sense of duty, but without expectations and without

70Junger, In Stahlgewittern II® pp® 250-251®
71 'Junger, Waldohen I® p®33.®
"^Junger® In Stahlgewittern IV p® 100®
7^lbld» ® p®239®



hope*, o'* In the face of this expected defeat, the reasons 
for it had to be found and analysed o In the extreme form of 
his thought construction., the German nation was not power
ful enough to conquer a stronger and therefore better enemy» 
The defeated nation should therefore fall by the wayside 
"like a bad tool®"^. Yet, Junger, faced with the defeat of 
his own nation could not accept the conclusion of his own 
harsh logic; he therefore modified it® If in defeat the in
ner core of the nation remained intact, all was not lost®
In his opinion the nation entered the war with institutions 
which had not developed sufficient capability of resistance® 
The nation with these defects had to be defeated® lunger was' 
extremely vague as to the exact nature of these "defects,"
The real causes for the defeat were rejected out of hand. 
Without doubt, Junger believed, Germany would have won the 
war, if all soldiers had been motivated by the ideas of his 
"new nationalism," The non-nationalist, in lunger’s sense, 
the pacifist internationalist and the patriot nationalist and 
their institutions must bear the burden of responsibility.

^Junger, Waldchen Iv p, 4,
^Junger, Feuer und Blut I, p, 89®

entrench oneself behind' the excuse of enemy 
superiority is of course easier, but this would mean to 
give importance to mere numbers, which should always be re- 
rejected, especially as the defeated,"Junger, Waldchen I,
P® I??,
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for the defeat of the nation slnee their people had not 
risked their lives in "battle for their beliefs e

In spite of the ultimate defeat$ Junger concluded, 
nothing had been in vain® ¥ar$ the father of all thingsg 
had shown the weaknesses of the old order and created a "new 
nationalism" as the core around which German life could be 
reorganized® Junger, and the other adherents to this view
point $ would never forget the great sacrifices of those who 
had died for the nation0 They had risked everything for 
their belief, even though it might have been an erroneous 
one* The goal" they had fought for in the war had. not been 
attained| the forces of materialism had won after all* But 
the survivor of the holocaust had learned how to defend an 
idea, how to live and die for it* The nature of war would 
sooner or later offer Germany a second chance to correct the 
defeat of 1918, which was actually only the first skirmish 
in a longer struggles

Our hour will come again, for nobody is so strong, 
that he can keep the guidance of the great destinies 
in his hand in the long run* Therefore we must go 
back to a work of which the military preparation is 
only the smallest part®**«We'were well armed, but not 
well enough® Only when the hour arrives, will we 
perhaps see, that we lost the war in order to a-, 
chieve greater things® Hard timber needs a long 
time to grow® 77

77xhid®, pp® 178-179° Franz Sehauwecker summarized 
his conclusion from the war experience ass "We had to lose 
the war in order to gain the nation®.118 as quoted in Armin 
Mohler, Die Conservative Revolution in Deutschland 1918- 
1932 (Stuttgarts Vorwerk Verlag, 195677^"°~"W™
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Not every generation had the kind of opportunity offered by 
this defeat® The war generation must accept the responsibil
ity to the dead and build a new state* ,eMen have shown In 
this war, that there is nothing which cannot bo done for an 
idea, and they are the ones, who have to transform the mem
ory and the results of their d e e d s , T h e  war generation, 
in Junger|s view, would be ready for the tasks

The glimmering sunset of a declining period is, at 
the same time, the dawn of another day in which men 
are preparing themselves for new and harder battles,•
For behind the mighty hosts of machines, the nations 
whose inner bonds will be torn asunder in a storm, 
await the new man --the audacious, the battle proven, 
the man merciless to himself and others. This war 
is not an end. It is only the prelude to power. It 
is the,forge in which the world.will be beaten into 
new boundries and new communities. New forms must 
be molded with blood, and power must be seized with 
a hard fist. War is a great lesson. The new man 
will be of our type,79 .

Junger8 s conclusion was an affirmation of the responsibility
to the dead of the nation, which he had indicateds

We will stand in front of the memory of our dead,whose 
memory is sacred to us, and to our protection are the 
true,spiritual values of the nation entrusted. We 
stand for that which will be, and for that which has 
been. Even if force from the outside and barbarism 
from the inside will gather, in dark clouds —  as long 
as in the dark the swords will flash and flame, as longR 
it will bes Germany lives and Germany will not perish?

^Junger, Waldchen I, p> 254,
plunger, Eampf als inneres Erlebnis II,p, 77, ,
^®The italics are Junger9 s, In Stahlgewlttern T , p«,283®



The critical understanding of Junger9s view of war 
must consider first the breakdown of the old order in the 
very trenches of the Western front, Technology had discarded 
the mask of progress and demanded now a ruling position in 
a world devoid of god* An entire theory of human progress 
was eliminated under the impact of war, Junger viewed the 
events after 1914 in retrospect under this impact« Whatever 
happened before was of no importance; the war had destroyed 
all previous history® The only thing that mattered was the 
presentj the war experience from which lessons had to be 
learned® "After great changes the nations draw up new tables
of laws o o6t Junger6 s new law or value system did not retain

' ' . ,• ■ . . ‘ ' . any conception of ethics® He held that all ethical$, humani
tarian reason had to be eliminated9 just as it was eliminated 
on the field of battle®

Junger viewed man as a being who had forgotten his 
past® The impact of war had obliterated all previous achieve
ments of mankind| the horror of war had destroyed all. values®. 
Tet, it may well be asked if, under such an impact, silence 
would not have been a better and more appropriate position in 
the face of the total destruction of Western civilization with 
its ideal of the dignity of man® But Junger6s view ignored 
this traditional view of man; instead he "surveys (war) with

"  o1 ■ . '■ • \ - ' ' . ' ' '
Brnst Junger, Das Abemteuerliche Herzs Aufzeich- 

nungen bei Tag und Hacht® p® 139 in Junger, Werke, VII®
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82receptive impartial coolness® ® <>v His view of the present 

was that of the observer9 made impartial by the destruction 
of all values of the past® Junger stated that "observing 
is the highest and wildest process of movement ® * * The 
view of the observer was evident in the many scenes of the 
war he described in his books® In the midst of battle he 
centered his eye on the still point of the scene9 on some ap
parently small detail® And this same principle of abstrac
tion was applied in the face of death®

The position of the neutral observer enabled Junger 
to champion a  value system devoid of all ethics® From this 
point he could regard the isolated" event, the "patrol” as 
greatest experience® The single9 isolated event on which all 
of man5 s effort was concentrated«, was pure presence® Here, 
Junger asserted, man found his highest achievement» Yet, 
when the isolated event was connected with the past and fu
ture $ Junger5 S' central theme, his touchstone of man, appear
ed confused® His greatest experience of man, the isolated 
event, was not a culmination of values, but the reduction 
of all other values to relative and absolute insignificance® 
It was an experience of the observer for which man could not 
be prepared, which could not be comprehended, contemplated

^2Ernst Hiekisch, "Die Dritte Imperiale Figur”, 
Widerstand® IX {Jan, 193.4) > p®3®

83Junger, Das Abenteuerliche Herz® p® 157®
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or resisted» The relation of that moment to man was oompa-

Ojf,rahle to what an earthquaoke is to a olty® The value of 
man9 his potential in truth, beauty9 and intellect was not 
expressed in the life of the deed in lunger's sense$ but on 
a different level of existence9 which was not even touched 
on in his writings® Yet* even if lunger”s assumption should 
be valid, the supreme moment could never be repeated except 
under the same conditions9 in war® In reality the values 
lunger extolled collapsed as soon as the company of soldiers 
left the trenches and became a group of civilians or even 
peace time soldiers 9 the very persons he condemned® The 
recreation and the fostering of the war experience in veter
ans8 groups and its application as a political foundation 
showed the fallacy of lunger's high point of life® It was 
a moment only interesting to the observer® This axiom, the 
great climax without ethics 9 threw man back on nature, on a
biological conception of life in which man was neither good

: 85nor bad9 friend nor foe® The front separated mankind and 
created only one unit of life,that mattered -- the nation® 
lunger8 s entire value system was based on this ethnocentric 
view, in which the individual played no great role®

®^Stem, ojD® cit® 9 p® 25*
®^etEegard the animal as if it would be a man9 and 

man as a special animal®M lunger, Das Abenteuerllche Herz 1
p® 128® ■
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Im Stahlgewlttern centered on one social group? the officers® 
As a member of the officer corps Junger developed his concept 
of the nation, which emerged in a new light purified in the 
'“storm'of steelw,‘ just as the air was cleaned of impurities 
through a thunders torn«, In Waldchen 125 and Feuer und Blut 
the intermediary between common soldier and the nations the
■ ' - • - • Q£ ■ . ' ' 'Officer9 was eliminated®

; Junger added another element to his interpretation 
which his books did not reflect openly? that of contempt ®
One of the main themes of German war literature was the loss 
of faiths the reaction against Gods religion and priest®
For an atheist like Junger9 the discussion of religion was . 
unthinkable® The same contempt was evidenced in the treat
ment of the bourgeois| he was.devoid of the values Junger 
cherished® A comparison with him or an attack upon him would 
presume a common platform.® The bourgeois was the upholder of 
those values which had died in the.war® Contempt $ the ab
straction of hatred$ set Out to destroy the whole existence 9 
the meaning and being of the protagonist® It aimed at a to- 
tal annihilation which knew no compromise ? it was the war 
fought to the bitter end® This concept of annihilation

86■ Between the publication of In Stahlgewlttern (1920) 
and Feuer und Blut (1925) Junger had resigned his commis
sion in the Beiehswehr® which he had held from 1919 to1923® .' ' ■■■ V  ' - ' ■ . ; ' : ;

87Peter Hagboldts ef:Ethieal and Social Problems in 
the German war novel"Journal of English and German Philo
logy® m i l  (Jan® 1933)9 P® 21=
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resulting from contempt was not eonoerned with guilts a term
which had no meaning for Junger= Only two equals can fight 
a contest$ and hence compare themselves0 The only equals 
Junger encountered in the war were the man of “‘race®, who 
measured up to the values of his new type® This "warrior 
type" received Junger"s attention; he was respected for his 
courage9 the abstraction of the very love Junger lacked®

The emergence of the warriors the member of an elite® 
was the result of individual action® The idea, • the will,: 
transformed the soldier into a member of this elite® The in
dividual had a choice to become a man of race® let, this 
choice was not based on reason but on emotion, the adoption 
of a mystical belief based on a feeling or sentiment® Never
theless the possibility of a "conversion" of all soldiers to 
the ideas of the "new nationalism" indicated for Junger that 
the war could have been won® Through the admiration and re
spect of this elites the type from both sides of the trenches 9 
Junger drew away the attention form the main themes of wars 
deaths destruction, and horror® The great sufferings of all 
Europeans, the destruction of European civilization, did not 
deserve a word of sympathy.or regret| It hardly earned a 
word of mention in Junger8s work® The.avoidance of suffering 
and pain was not the highest aim of humanity when the life 
of the nation was at stakes for this reason the horror of 
war was neither mentioned nor discussed® The warrior had to



aeeept the reality of war as his fate @
All of lunger's "love" centered on the future of Ger

many o The millions of soldiers who died on the field of bat
tle had died for the realization that Germany was not prepared 
sufficiently in the late war® The moral fibre of the nation 
had not been strong enough; Germany had to be defeated®
‘‘lany died and they did not know why| many died for a father-

QQland which perhaps will renounce them tomorrow®R To the 
bourgeois their death would hare no meaning® But for Junger 
it had a purposes wMay tens of thousands be killed every day 
and every one for a different goal in front of his failing 
eyess they are all stepping stones of a great realization*»®^ 
Junger drew his conclusion from the losses of the war® The 
war had not endeds the real decision has not yet come® It 
was here that the justification for political action set in® 
Junger aimed to apply the values of war in political reality® 
'"'To pull 9" as he later stated s - " the war from the teeth of the 
bourgeois 9 the Spiessburger® ® ®% for what was valued in war is 
not dead in modern life »er̂ ® The transposition of the war 
experience into a political program was therefore the logi
cal next step®

®^Ernst Junger9 Per Kampf als inneres Erlebnis (Berlins 
Hittler & Sohn9, 1922) $ p® 92® Cited hereafter as Junger9 Kampf 
als inneres Erlebnis I®

89Ibid®, p® 93-
^Ojunger? Das abenteuerllche Berz® p® 1̂ 7-
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Junger® s ideology was 9 however 9 not a "blueprint for 

politioal actions It represented an attempt to overcome the 
confusion of tendencies in the Republic9 by constructing a 
value system on which to reorganize the state* The liberal 
order of Weimar was based on outdated valueso This was the 
conclusion demanded by the collapse of the value system of 
Western eivilizationa It is here that the anti-Western9 an
ti-democratic tone came in lunger’s writings= He did not 
dislike the French; he disliked the ideas of the French Rev
olution, (H/e__ldeen_̂  These ideas had to be destroyed
if Germany was to be ready for the next war* The nature of 
war would bring another struggle* It is through this inter
pretation of war that Junger could even indirectly accept the 
'Versailles “war guilt" clause* We% junger stated, are all 
"guilty" of the war, but he added very carefully, we have war 
in us,, it is our "nature®" The acceptance of war guilt in 
this form dispensed with the concept of moral guilt; it had 
become irrelevant® The second great myth of the Republic., 
the stab in the back myth, was much too vulgar for Junger to . 
accept® He admitted the loss of the war, but he added that 
this war was only the preliminary skirmish of a longer strug
gle® In the long run defeat or victory was of little impor
tance to the nation which had developed a new spirit® For . 
the next war Germany would be ready® Cyril Falls stated 
rather accurately the danger of Junger9s war interpretations
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fOne feels that Lieutenant Junger is a danger to society„ 
but one.cannot resist liMng himpersonally®®9s We should 
have no complaint against him if he did not appear to look
upon another war as inevitable s and if the predominance of

• 91his type of man would not make one inevitable ®6r

"̂""As quoted in Vernon Bartletts "Four War Books"s 
Spectator® CXLV (Aug« 99 1930 )$, p® 196®



CHAPTER 3

THE GROWTH OE NIHILISM IN GERMANY - 1925-1933

The Weimar Republic experienced a flowering in i M M -  
lectual and cultural life which made it one of the most dy
namic periods in German history= It was a period of insta
bility and insecurity economically9 which contributed to the 
widespread acceptance of a moral$ ethicals and literary rela
tivism » The loss of the war and the subsequent inflation, 
the collapse of the Empire and the disintegration of the po
litical parties prepared the ground for the acceptance of 
this new tendency in science, literature, art, and music® 
lit', most of these various intellectual currents originated 
and were chiefly concerned with the social and political 
changes connected with.the establishment of a modern urban 
society, which became the main benefactor of the French and 
Industrial Revolutions. For the large masses of the German 
nation these new cultural tendencies were alien and foreign. 
They represented a "cultural bolshevism" which, in their 
opinion, contributed to the increased development of gam
bling, erotic scandals, jazz mania, and other forms of pop
ular enthusiasm in the larger German cities. Such manifesta
tions of mass culture, certainly not limited to Germany, be
came linked in the public mind with the liberal parliamentary
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democracy® In addition the contribution to political science 
by scholars like Carl gehmitt and Robert.Michels9 as well as 
the impact of the psychoanalytic theories advanced by Sigmund 
Freud and Alfred Adler, exposed the apparent impossibility of 
an orderly democratic government based on the reasonable char
acter of man® To many educated Germans, historically accus
tomed to disciplined Institutions of culture and politics, 
the intellectual confusion, which in reality represented-a 
creative richness and variety, meant disorder® For the com
mon man security of employment, security of the mind not sub-. 
Jected to ideological and Intellectual conflict, appeared as 
the salvation from the confusion of ideas® The man on the 
street, aided by the radical propaganda, waited for some 
kind of "decisive action" to end the confusion existing in 
Weimar Germany® •

The period of economic and political stability be
tween 1924 and 19299 coincided with the rather successful for
eign policy of the Republic® Yet, despite these favorable
conditions few people reconciled themselves to parliamentary 

1democracy« Ever since the election of 1920 thirty to thirty- 
nine per cent of all voters had rejected the existing

1 .... - . 1 : ' . ..In April 19259 the election of the Field Marshal Paul 
von Hindenburg to the office of Reichspresident over the can
didate of the coalition parties, Dr® Wilhelm Marx, was a 
triumph of nationalism and a defeat of the republican forces®



■ ■ ■ . ■: :■ ' ■ ■■ , ' ■ 592 ' • . • state ® Pour years of reoonstruetion and recovery had done
little to reverse the trend® In the Beichstag election of 
19289 the anti- democratic opposition still accounted for 
30®̂  per cent of the; total vote, the lowest percentage in 
any national election®^ When the great depression set in, 
the best argument in defense of the political status quo* 
prosperity, was removed= Price deflation, cutbacks in pro
duction, mass unemployment --these steps appeared in all 
industrial countries in the wake of the New York Stock Crash 
of 1929® Liberal capitalism became organized capitalism and 
,in some cases even state cap!talism® The economic national
ism of ttarlffs, quotas, and foreign exchange restrictions

. ' . V- ' ' . '/ . ' ' \ .indirectly aided the nationalist cause® Between the infla
tion and the depression the illusion of "normalcy" had ex
isted® Yet, through the entire life span of, the Republic, 
there was a hunger for absolutes, for ideas and ideals expres
sing perfection® The insecurity of the depression only ac
celerated this ^escape from freedomw ®̂

2 ' - If the "right wing" opposition of the German People9 s
Party (D?P) and the "left wing" opposition of the Socialist
Party would be counted., the total vote against the %  public
would be higher® Werner Gonze, "Die Krise des Parteien-
stas/bes in Deutschland 1929-1930,r® Historische Zeitschrift
GLXXVTII (Aug® 1954), p® 51* • ' ' ~

3 , • ' ■ ' - :: V' Conze® op® cit®® n® 51®
u,Andreas Predohl, "Die Spochenbedeutung der Weltwirt- 

sohaftskrise von 1929 bis 1931% V1 ertel.1 ahrshefte fur Zeit- . 
geschichte® I (Apr® 1953)? P® 109®

•5Erich Fromm, Escape from Freedom (New Yorks Farrer 
& Binehart, I9M)  ®
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In the early 1930s the resentment against "Versailles, 

against the West, was widespread amongst Germans of all clas
ses and denominations The two great radical parties, the 
Corammists on the Left and the National Socialists on the 
Eight, expressed this resentment numerically» The increasing
growth of nihilism in political life made their solutions

-■ ' . ■ . : ■ ■ ' ' . - 1 more “respectableand acceptable» Nevertheless, in addi
tion to these two mass parties opposing the Republic, a new 
current of opinion manifested itself amongst the national
ists, which became rather influential in the last years of 
the Republic, The Rightist radicals, who had remained out
side National Socialism moved to the Left| the anti-democrat
ic "socialists outside the Communist Party now moved to the 
Eight® A nationalist concern with the Bolshevism of the East 
created a position of “national bolshevism", which stood for 
Aherapprochement between German nationalisesand Russian com
munism in German domestic politics® The Left and Right had 
a common enemy which facilitated this move g Western imperial
ism, whose mdin symbol was the Treaty of Versailles.and whose 
guarantor represented the Republic of Weimar, what they called 
wDas System"® It was only a small step for these radicals 
to look for help to the Soviet Union, which had the same en
emy® Germany and Russia were both "have not" countries and 
social pariahs in the community of nations® National bolshe
vism was based on the resentment against the West and a 81 love- 
hate" attitude towards the East® .It approximated the



equations anti-West equals anti- capitalism equals pro East
6equals pro bolshevism.

National bolshevism was not a new development in the
last years of the Bepublic. Traces of this thinking were
apparent in the earlier contacts of the German anti-West move-

7ment and Russian anti-capitalism. The increasing radicali- 
zation of German thought and in political life opened the 
way for the ideology of national, bolshevism9 which even man
ifested itself in the two extremist parties.

In the early 1930s the Communist Party called once
8more for the 6,national and social liberation of Germany."

The main attraction of the Party was the Aufbruch Kreis. a 
'few hundred ex-Natibnal Socialists, officers, and Free Corps 
meng who published a magazine with the same name. In the over 
all view this new party line was hot much more successful 
than its predecessors aiming for the same rapprochement.
Too many persons suspected the close tie to the Communist 
Party and regarded the group only as an attempt to attract

^Klemens von Klemperer9 "Towards, a Fourth Belch?
The History of National Bolshevism in Germany", Review of 
Politicso XIII (Apr. 1951)$ P° 194.

7of. Klemperer, "Towards a Fourth Reich?"g pp. 191-210 
Hohler, Die Konservative Revolution, pp. 12-13, 176-186$ Abra
ham Asher and Guenther Lewy, "National Bolshevism in Weimar 
Germanvs Alliance of Political Extremes against Democracy", 
Social" Research, XXIII (Winter 1956), pp. 450-480; Karl 0. 
Paetel, "Der deutsche Nationalboischewlsums 1918-1932”, • 
Aussenpolitlk. Ill (Apr.. 1952), pp. 229-242.

^Paetel, "Der deutsche Nationalbolschewismus", p. 231-
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some of the ŝocialist"' foXXowers from the ever growing Ha-
tionaX SociaXist Party

Even HationaX SooiaXism oouXd not maintain its aX-
■ ready confused ideological front®. The Party had a "nation-
aX boXshevist wing with Otto Strasser9 s -anti-capitalist and
pro-Eastern orientation9 which demanded the reailzation of
the. socialist part of Hational S§€>#iaXism6 The Party, coming
from the South of Germany9 and influenced by anti-Russian ,
exiles like Alfred Rosenberg$ had unmistakably an anti-Rus-
siah outlooko . The growing:discontent within the Party was
settled rather quickly® In 1930 Strasser5s group seceded from
the Party with the slogans 6Tfhe socialists leave; the National

10Socialist Party®" The dissidents established their own 
group9 Die Schwarze Front® which described itself as "na
tionalistic and socialistic In spirit 9 martial and rustic in. 
form® and volkisch in essenceaw

By 1932 an echo of. this .radioalization of political 
thought was also heard from the circle around the magazine

: ' Q ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ,.Already by 1931 the Communist Party muffled the na
tional bolshevists in their own ranks® The treaties of the 
Soviet Union with France and Poland in 1932 $ eliminated all 
further encouragement of the policy®

^®as quoted in Kohler® Die Konservative Revolution®
F«:63® ■ ' . ; , ■ ■ ■■ — — ~  —

H Richard Schapke„ Die Schwarze Front (Leipzig 1933)® 
p®76 in Asher$ ^National Bolshevism,in Weimar Germany"9 p.474® 
As a movement the Schwarze Front was plainly a National So
cialist heresy® of . James Donohoe§ Hitler5 s Conservative 
Opponents in Bavaria 1930-1945% A study of Catholic® mo
narchist and separatist anti-Nazi actIvTtTes" (Leidens ‘T 
EoJ® Brill7nr9M77™P» 15»
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Die Tat, now edited by Hans Zehrer« In the autumn of 1931
the Tat stated its position as follows s

Only to a thinking who assents to, and accomplishes 
a synthesis between both (Left and Right)9 are.those 
problems accessible 9 which the future will present 
us9 and which the present despairs off®oeThe way of 
the future points to an aim, of bringing this.man 
of the Right to the man on the Left® » «, $ and to create 
out of both a new national community under the myth of a new nafione13

This "moderate" national bolshevism or "national socialism" 
was rather successful for the paper® Moreover, it became 
.almost reality.when General Schleicher started to expand his 
contacts with the labor unions and with Gregor Strasser, who, 
after the exit of his brother from the National Socialist Par
ty, continued the left orientation in that party® When, in 
December 1932$ Schleicher became chancellor, the Tat even be- 
oamf his semi-official organ®let, the hope for the inter
nal disintegration of National Socialism, on Which Schleicher6 
political fortune rested,' did not take place, despite the 
small set baCk of the Party at the polls in the November 1932 
election® The sudden dismissal of Schleicher through the

12 ' ,Die Tat (Berlin)s Hans Zehrer was editor of Die Tat
from October 1931 to March 1933®

1%ans Zehrer, "Rechts Oder Links", Die Tat, XXIII 
(Fall I93I) 9 P® 505 in Kurt Sontheimer, ,sDer Tat-Kreis", 
-Vierteljahrshefte fur Zeitgeschiohte, VII (Pall 1959)$ p®23?®

^Its circulation increased from 1,000 in 1929 to 
30,000 in 1932, which made it the leading political journal 
in the Republic® Sontheimer, "Der Tat-Kreis", p® 232®

15 ' 'Klemperer, Germany; s New Conservatism® p® 1.32®
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Heichspresident? ended this venture ® In place of the Gener
al soz1al1emus. Adolf Hitler established his power«

A true and uncompromising position of national bol
shevism s however 9 emerged from theWpproohement of the sup- 
porters of the 66new nationalism" and the radical socialists»
By 19299 the failure of the radicals of the Eight outside of 
National Socialism was evident, and emphasis was now placed 
on the socialistic 1aspect of their vague ideology® The so
cialist and Marxist radicals had already abandoned their in
ternationalism and envisaged now the achievements of their 
socialistic aims only within the national state structure®
For these radical nationalists National Socialism was not so
cialistic enough and the Communist Party not nationalistic 
enough® In their view both parties essentially belonged to 
the MSystem1* ® Between 1929 and 1932 these "'Left people of 
the Bight61 developed their own political platform within 
their groups and journals® Their ideology became a conglom
eration of concepts from the Left and Eight* wIt proclaimed 
the nation as 9absolute value8 oh one side,: and socialism as 
a means to the realization of the life of the nation, on the 
other side®1*  ̂ This wThird Party68 wanted to be national

i -Ernst Posse, writing in 1931? stated s {rDer National- 
bolschewismus. zelat am starksten die Forderungen des meuen 
Natlonalismus.w; Die politischen Kampfbunde Deutschlanda"T2nd 
ed® | Berlin? Junker A Dunnhaupt', 1932 )5 p® "BTI

^^Paetel 9 etDer deutsehe Mat 1 onalbolsehewismuss p®233 ®
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not international9 Prussian tut not German? conservative M t
not reactipnarys d.emoerat 1 c "but not liberal s and$ finally$

V ; _, * _ / ■ 4 0 ■
sbeialist but not Marxist® The most uncompromising and : 
most ssthoroughly nihilistic” group of the national revolu
tionaries was Ernst Niekisch*s Widenstandsbewegung®̂  ̂ The 
central theme of Niekiseh8 s work was the attack on the Wests 
which he identified with Home in a secular as well as spir
itual sense. For him? National Socialism was nothing but a 
mask of the Western civilization originating in Borne; and of 
the Catholic forces of Borne® In his view, the only way this 
dual Western threat could be overcome„ was a return to the 
Prussian "spirit of Potsdam". Niekiseh bemoaned the fact.s 
that Germany had forsaken the traditions of Potsdam* and he 
admired the Soviets for having adopted them. "The ruthless 
bravery and roughness of communism reveal a hardy military 
■ spiriti it contains more Prussian severity than the com
munists realize or than the Prussians themselves suspect.68̂  
Niekisch's group^ 1ike most, genuine national bolshevists 
.fought a three front battle. Besistande meant resistance

18Ibid.. pp. 232-233»
'. ^^Donohoe. op. clt.. p. 18.

^°Ernst Niekiseh. Entscheidung (1930)$ p.13^ in 
Ashers "National Bolshevism in Weimar Germany"9 p. 7̂7®
After 1932 Niekiseh9 s thinking was dominated by the anti- 
Hitler polemic 1 the opposition: to "Versailles" became 
secondary. " cf. Hans Buchheim, "Ernst liekisehs Ideologie 
des Wider stands" s Viertel.jahrshefte fur Zeitgeschichte.
¥ (Oct. 195?)* P. 357V
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agatmst the State of Weimar, as well as against National- 
Socialism and Communism» ■

The radicalization of German political life which 
manifested itself clearly in this position of national bol
shevism amongst the anti-democratic'forces, found its li
terary expression in Die Drei Groschen Oper of Berthold 
Brechte The blunt statement "erst kommt das Fressen" und 
dann die Moral" was the expression of a radical extremist 
writer; the acceptance and applause of this statement in
dicated how much the general opinion had already accepted 
radicalism and ethical relativism® The same trend towards 
radicalism and radical solutions was also expressed in lun
ger is writings in the last years of the Republic®

In the years of "normalcy" lunger attempted as indi
vidual, without belonging to any group, to propose his own 
theory of salvation free from the political confusion of 
Weimar® The great sacrifice of the war could not be forgot
ten or compromised in any way; only an independent indivi
dual could adhere to this intellectual honesty® The value 
system which lunger had developed by 1925/26 in his war 
books, enabled him not only to re-interpret the Great War, 
but the subsequent events as well® The revolution of 1918/19 
had not destroyed the old order as the socialists had wanted, 
nor had it helped the patriots in their attempt to gain po
wer® To lunger, the events which had started in Wilhelms- 
hafen were not a revolution but a military revolt which



PIshould have heen supressed in the most ruthless manner®
On the other handj, the revolution g once it had gained momen
tum 9 was not acting radical enough® It did not destroy the 
ruling classess who had. been unprepared for the trench 
warfare in the West9 and who were thus largely responsible 
for the ideological unpreparedness which had resulted in 
the defeat® This failure of the revolution to eliminate the 
old ruling classes resulted in an anachronism in form of a 
parliamentary republic9 with which the revolution ended®
The time of the "Enlightenment^^ of reason, was gone in Jun- 
ger’s opinions the war had completed its destruction® The
revolution had no new ideas which the masses could fight

' ' ■ " ■ ' 22 for; it was a "Steckrubenrevolntion"« a turnip revolution®
"Is there a better proof," Junger asked, "that we experienced
only a collapse and not a revolution, than that the end of
all this (das Ende vom hied) was the parliamentary democracy?"^
The Republic had simply taken over a structure which had no
right to exist, and it took shelter in a house build before
the war®^ The aim of the radicals of the new nationalism .
was to destroy this "old house" and erect a new structure on
new foundations® "The youth holds the opinion that the

21 /; Junger, Waldchen I® p® 185®
22Junger® Das abenteuerllche Herz, p® 152®
^^Ernst Junger, "’Hatidnallsmus® und Natiomal'ismus", 

m§_$gmbuG^g % (8ept® 21, 1929), P® 1555®
•2^Junger, Das abenteuerliche Herz, p® 113-114®
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26revolution must Toe repeated.". >-

The duty of the war generation was to sacrifice them
selves for the nation by working for the reorganization of 
the state» This aim had been expressed by all interpreta
tions of the war. Junger presented the political thought of 
the.new nationalism as ideass which are not conceived by man, 
but as demands of an irresistible force which he called "des
tiny" (Schloksal)o Destiny was. an "invisible force",it 
was "nothing accidental or blind, but a creative force..." 
which influenced events in an undetermined way and gave man 
a purpose incomprehensible to himself. Man did not even know 
"if the Schicksal has aims or if it is. nothing but pure, di
vine a c t i o n . $ h i s ■"invisible force" regarded man as its
" s u s t a i n i n g  s u b s t a n c e ' 1 . 28 The individual had little value
for Junger, unless he expressed the will of the irresistible
force of destiny. The person, convinced of this way of
thought, was relieved of all responsibility for his actions,
which were beyond his control. Man "knows no personal re- 

29sponsibility." Junger, the agent of destiny stated boldlyi

2-5Junger, n •Nationalismus6 und Nationalismus",p. 1555.
2^Ernst Junger, "Das Blut", p.70 in Stahlhelm Jahr- 

buch 1927. ed. Franz Schauwecker.
^^Ernst Junger, t8Der Wille", p. 77 in Stahl helm 

Jahrbuch 1927. ed. Franz Schauwecker® '
28Junger, "Das Blut",p, 70.
29junger, "Der Krieg als inneres Erlebnis".Die Stan- 

darte, I (oct.' 11, 1925) *. p. 2 in Gerhard. Loose $ Ernst Junger 
Gestalt und Werk (Frankfurt g Klostermann ferlag, 1957), p. 3̂ 4-®



£f¥e nationalists have decided the necessary -- that which 
destiny wants.“3® In his opinion, the new. nationalism was 
demanded as basis for a new state order.^ The political 
transformation of the new nationalism resulted largely in a 
negative critique of the Republic and the non-nationalists ® 
The political program9 however9 could not be limited to 
attacks on the non-nationalist and his state. A program of' . 
action had to be drawn up. This presented a dilemma, since 
the goal of destiny could not be known. At the same time 
no movement could be created without at least some limited 
goals. Junger9s attempt to express the structure of the new • 
state sought to satisfy both these conditions. It presented 
-an outline of the new state, but in such vague and irrational 
terms, that it was of little value = The entire political 
program rested on the mystical belief in the nation. The 
immediate objective was considered the creation of a "uni
ted fighting front of all forces 9 whose form will also be 
the form of the new s t a t e . . . "33 i^e basic structure, and

3®Emst Junker, "Ber Charakter", p. 78 .in Stahlhelm 
Jahrbuch 1927. ed. ranz Sehauweeker.

31Franz Sehauweeker, writing in the. introduction of 
Feuer und Blut I. stateds"There (in war) we saw our destiny. 
It is nationalism. We can only believe what destiny wants, 
and destiny wants a new struggle, a true revolution, an 
honest victorys the victory of nationalism." "Preface", pp. 
7-8.

32v 'Sehauweeker defined the non-nationalist asi Paci
fist, liberal, parliamentarian, progressive, social demo
crat, party member, German democrat. Ibid., p. 5«

33junger, Feuer und Blut I. p. 10.
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this structure only9 of the new state 5 whose accomplishment 
does not lead to compromises966 was presented®"The love 
of the fatherland9 comradeship9 courage $ and discipline will 
be expressed in it —  or in other words •—  it must be nation
al, social9 militants and authoritative•”3$ %hl8 fourfold 
nationalism was lunger's basic concept of the state § he felt 
it should have been convincing to all Germans =

The writings of Ernst Junger between 1926 and 1929 
largely serve to elaborate this political structure and to 
emphasize it® He never attempted any real clarification of 
his concepts => His political program remained vague and, in 
agreement with his view of man, he could duly feel the will 
of an indeterminable power® ^he aim of lunger's new nation
alism was not intended to be a guide post for other groups, 
but to realize these ideas in political action® The attempt 
to influence the Stahlhelm from within and through the Stan- 
darte and Arminins from the outside, brought no results®
The Stahlhelm was not willing to be the guinea pig for

34Ibid e , p e 10 a 
3^Xbid® a p, 10®
^^This fourfold nationalism was twice repeated in 

the independent Standarte (lune 3$ 1926 and luly 22, 1926), 
in Arminlus (Nov® 21® 1926)® in Das Tagebuoh (Sept® 21,1929), 
and in Per Student(Nov® 19 1929)® The first two pillars of 
the credo, national and social remained the same in all ar
ticles® The word warlike (krlegerlsch)was interchanged with 
militant(wehrhaft)®- instead of authoritative’authoritative 
structured and even dictatorial was used® Junger seemed to 
equate authoritative and dictatorial®.



Junger’s polemic. Junger was well known for his war "bookss
but his political ideas had little impact. By 1927$, Junger
summed up his attitude toward the Stahlhelmt seen from his
point s the 'Stahlhelm was S!the dud of the World . •

This new nationalism was, however, influential in
most radical organizations and groups. Even the Jungdeutscher
Order, which by the late 1920s was oriented towards a German-

38French reconciliation, recognized Junger*s ideas. Na
tional Socialism had shown its interest in Junger, provided 
he would join the Party.39 on the whole, however, the new 
nationalism was a failure. No group had accepted its ideas 
on Junger’s uncompromising terms, The answer to this fail
ure rested partially in the1 vagueness of the ideas, which : 
represented no blueprint for action, and partially in the 
unwillingness of Junger to compromise in the slightest. Un
fortunately for Junger, his writings were generally under
stood in an entirely different sense than he intended. His 
:conoepSs!C<ff ’’destiny68 and the ”blood” were interesting specula
tions to the mind, but easily abused in.the political power

^Ernst Junger, 6iDer Blindganger des grosseh Krieges,” ■ 
Per Vormarsch, I (Dec. 7, 1927)s pp. 1^9-151»

In 1939s Per Jungdeutsohe, the organ of the Bund, 
stated that Junger’s Writings ’’are the foundations of the new 
nationalism,” to which even they adhered j as quoted in Posse, 
pp. cit., p. 102. '■ .. . . -' ■ ': .

39In 1927, Hitler offered Junger a seat in the Reichs
tag. Junger replied to the mediator rather dryly that he 
”considered the writing of a single line of good verse more . 
deserving than the representation.of 60,000 imbeciles.” as 
quoted in Loose, op. cit., p. 368.
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s t r u g g l e T h e  impact of Junger®s .articles was positive
in so far as his readers saw the necessity of a change in the
political structure s but they were a failure because they
could not indicate to the readers or convince them of the
form of the new state® It would be futile to analyze what
did not exist9 a political program® And this was precisely
what the various Bunde attempted to formulate by themselves.®

In 1929s in a moment of disillusion Junger drew up
a balance sheet of his five year efforts

The success: of- the movement is summarizeds Expicitly 
refertiaagto the ideology of nationalism in its nar
row sense were 9 other than a few groups in the youth 
movement j amongst them especially the Freis char 
Schllla so far only the Landvolkbewegumg® o ® -- very 
much to our surprise5, since we had counted on an 
echo above all from the Cities.

This Lanvolkbewegung was the rfirst revolutionary action since
1923s and solely for this reason3 attracted the attention of
Junger and other radicals® 1 The movement represented the
awakening in the fall of 19283 of an entire social groups
the independent farmers. These farmers had. in the 1920s an
ever harder struggle to sell their produce without subsidies
in an open market| against foreign imports entering Germany

■ ' ■ llh - " 'Ernst von Salomon.later ironically recorded that 
"without doubt it was Junger3 who gained for the paper 
(Torwarfs)a name and respect through articles s which were 
so ingeneous and so clear in their diction3 that our readers 
put them down with considerable respect3 with admiration 
and the feeling3 that it would suffice fully, if Junger was 
sure himself to understand them." Salomon3 Per Pragebogen. 
p. 241®

4l' . ' 'Junger8 "?Mationalismus8 und Hationalismus"3 p.1557
The Freischar Schlll published the publication Torwarts®



without tariffso The impact of the economic depression, 
threatened the existence of these farmers, who were unable 
to compete with the highly mechanized large scale agricul
tures overseas® In Germany9 the independent farmers9 neither 
protected nor supported by the Republic9 became Insolvent; 
farms and livestock had to be auctioned off® By the fall 
of 1928$ they saw ho other way to remedy their plight than 
through passive resistance® They withheld all produce from 
the market and stopped the payment of all taxes® Through 
these measures they hoped to gain some form of government 
support®

Junger openly sided with these farmers 9 but his in
terest in the movement was more a symptomatic one9 to see 
*in what way these knocking signals of unseen figures are 
re c e i v e d ®T h e  public reaction to the peasant movement 
was completely negative® The police9 the newspapers9 the 
democratic parties all called for action against the behav
iour of the peasants® Yet, to Junger8s great disappoint
ment, even the Communist Party and the National Socialists 
joined the chorus® Junger wrote cynicallyg “and so it has 
proven Itself once again, how all are basically so united®®®

Junger, “ ’Mationalismus8 und Nat 1 ona!isruuss% p® 
1557* The article introduced Junger as the “undisputed 
intellectual leader of that. 8 young nationalism® of which 
the papers are full since the devil machine assaults and 
the appearance of the Dandvb'lkbewegung®“ Ibid., p. 1552♦



Clever trickI Bourgeois you are all still® e The radical
parties, too were basically bourgeois and belonged to the 
system of Weimar» It needed only a new revolutionary anarch
istic outburst such as the Landvolk to prove the point.

The growth of nihilism in the public mind in the last 
years of the Bepublic9 Indicated a "solution" to the existing 
tendencies along the lines advocated by communism and Nation
al Socialism, The radical nationalists and the radical so
cialists had moved to a national bolshevist position, Junger 
had rejected the two radical parties as bourgeois, as belong
ing to the West, to the hated Weimar system. The new nation
alism had aimed at the destruction of the Republic through 
the mobilization of the war generation. The effort had been 
a failure and was abandoned. The only real choices of the 
radicals opposing the Republic rested in the Communists, Na
tional Socialists, and the "Third Party", ■Junger avoided 
a clear commitment to any of these groups; he wrote, however,. 
for. some of the journals of the latter groups and circles 
expounding a reorganization of society, which was only•in
directly concerned with politics, but which, nevertheless, 
expressed clearly the influence of the.interst in the East 
and indicated the general radicallzation of German thought,

' The basis of Junger6 s thought system remained the 
war experience. His thinking, however, centered now on the

^ Ibld,, ps 1558,



preparation for the war to come9 instead of the previous em
phasis on the replacement of the Republic of W e i m a r T h e  
nature of war had not "been changed from the earlier Inter
pretation, War was not only a ,part of life, "but "life mani
fested in its fullest force o so"y life was seen, even at its

■' ' ■■ 45 ‘ ' "base 9 as being of a "militant natureo" The economic pre
paration for the coming war, which corresponded to the mental 
preparedness through the ideas of the new-nationalism, be
came the main factor in Juhger’s thinking= The increased 
awareness of technology through the ideas of national bol
shevism and the impact of the•great economic depression on 
the masses might well be responsible for this,shift in empha
sis o " .

Junger regarded the next war as a repetition of the
trench warfare of the First World War0 The victory would be
awarded to that army which was able to bleed the opponent

' 46 'white or starve him into surrendering» The use of large
quantities of war material would reduce the military strat
egy to one sentences "The enemy is to be crushed, since he

^By I929 the war interpretation was again 'revived 
with extreme intensity» The pacifist interpretation found 
its climax by 1929§ then it was waning under the pressure 
of the nationalist interpretation aided by the impact of the 
radicalization of German political thought=

^Ernst lunger, "Feuer und Bewegung"s p< 112 in lun
ger, Werke, T. This article was. first published as "Krieger- 
ische Eathematik" 9 Wider stands 7 (.Sept. 9» 1930), pp.267-273',,

Ibid.4 p-. 118.
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no longer ean be beaten in the open f i e l d T h e  war was 
envisaged as one large battle of attrition* The only way to 
prepare for this kind of war, was to build up'an arsenal of 
men and material with whieh to overpower the opponent» This 
mobilization for war became the center of lunger's thought? 
he called it "die totals Mobilmachung»K Already the late 
war had shown the close connection between war and technol
ogy * The background of the .Materialsohlaoht. was the mobili
zation of resources9 but only as a partial measure® The mili
tary commands, Junger thought now9 had withheld intellectual " 
and material resourcesg ''Germany had to lose the war, even 
if it had won the submarine warfare and the Battle of the 
Marne9 because® ® ® it had removed large areas of its strength 
from the total mobilization®6*^ The defeat in the late war 
was again acknowledged? the mental preparedness of the bour
geoisie had caused the defeat as in the earlier interpreta
tion? now they were ”guilty'* of having caused the defeat 
since they withheld vital resources from the war effort®
"The guilt of the bourgeoisie," the concept was still valid 
if applied to the political opponent, "consisted of the fact, 
that they were neither able to carry on a real war, i => e® in 
the sense of the total mobilization, nor to lose, really -- 
to realize the greatest freedom in the total defeat! die

^ Ibid p .® p® 118 ® Arial atta.oks were also -predicted but 
not as a decisive factor in the Outcome of the war®

^Junger® * Die totale Hobilmaohumg, p® 136®
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hoohste Freihelt im Unterganse zu setien)ŝ  The true atm of 
the homefront in the late war was the continuation of Western 
civilization; this war their ^secret w i s h T h e  loss of 
the First World War was due to this outlook; the defeat gave 
Germany  ̂freedom and peace in. the meaning of Barbusse 
It enabled the allies to strengthen the idea of progress, 
which was seen as "the best ally of the Western armies»„. 
their Trojan h o r s e T h e  inevitability of war did not al
low Germany to hold on to a philosophy and an outlook which 
had once led to defeat already0 It was therefore necessary 
for Germany not to think or act in these terms s instead the 
nation must mount "the attack on everything which is of val
ue to the bougeois."^^ In future wars the bourgeois might 
even be unable to defend himself $ and 9 for Junger9 the best 
defense was the attack; the bourgeois refused to do pre
cisely that® wHe knows only defensive warfare, which means 
that he does not know war at all 0“-^ Any continuation under 
the democratic system would, therefore, be irresponsible; it

^Ernst Junger„ Per Arbelters Herrschaft und Gestalt 
(2nd ed®| Hamburgs Hanseatische TerlagsanstaTt7™T932), p® 3$»

KQIbid® * p®38®
Junger® Die totale Mobllmachung® p® 144 ®

^2Ibld®9 p® 143®
^Junger® Per Arbeiter® p® 20® :
^Ibid®, p® 20®



would, "be high treason against the nation® The survival of 
the nation, the highest value for men like.Jynger, justified 
any action, even the total annihilation of the bourgeois and 
his political system®
■ The decline of individuality in the modern mass so

ciety, the very concept on which the political thought under
lying the “system of Weimar65 was based, was presented exten
sively by Jungers to punctuate, his demand for the removal of 
the bourgeois, who was “the representative of a weakened or
der, destined for destruction,Junger pointed out the 
changes in modern life through industrialization, which all 
tended to decrease the individuality and the value of the in
dividual® For him, the loss of individuality was apparent in 
the comparison ■ of photographs of the past and the present <= ̂  
The decline of individuality was also seen in the arts, espe
cially in the decline of the theatre in favor of the motion 
picture® The theatre represented the unique experience, 
whereas, the movie could be repeatedly shown without effort$ 
in addition, the stâ ge actor had to make room for the movie 
star, the representative of a type®-'' Even the disappearance

^ Ibid® ® p® 105®
The use of photography was regarded of such impor

tance that Junger wrote an article on the subject® “Das Lieht- 
blld als littel 1m Kamof“ ® Widerstand® VlKDec® 12, 1932) , 
pp® 376-379-=

^^Junger, Per Arbelter% pp® 127-128®
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of beards and the uniformity in haircuts and men6 s suits and 
the like was cited by Junger«,̂ ® The increased use of numbers, 
of the alphabetical listing, the use of letters, of statistics 
and Of abbreviations in every day life were all symptoms of 
this decline of individuality, which for Junger indicated 
the decline of liberal demoGracy«^°

The achievement of the total mobilization, which had 
aimed to replace liberal democracy depended on wa mobiliza
tion of German characteristics(des Deutsohen) and of nothing 
elseV6̂ ® This mobilization required Certain prerequisites; 
First, a new principle or a new legality, must exist to re
place the ^principle of freedom as expressed in the Deelara-

61tion of the Bights of Mam o o{t Secondly, a new man must be 
recognizable, who could replace the burgerliche Memsoh, ei- 
ther as individual or as mass® Thirdly, a new and superior ' 
form of political and social organization must be realized 
"in which the activity of this new type of man will express 
i t s e l f T h e  only way the new principle, the new man and . 
the new order were regarded as possible, was through a period

^8Ibid®® p® 117.
'-9rbid., p.
60Junger, Die totale EobiImachung, p® 147°
61Ernst Junger, "Untergahg Oder neue Ordnung", Deut

sches Volksturn, X? (lay 10, 1933)$ P® 415°
62Ibido® p.- 415°
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of nihilism in which the existing bourgeois ideas were com
pletely destroyed® MOrder is the common enemy,'- Junger 
wrote9 Siand it is first of all necessary to cross the vacuum 
of the law, so that .action can develop. 9 as5̂ 3 ip0 the bour
geois, security was the highest values it determined his way 
of life, since he was able to protect this security through 
his reason. Insecurity and danger through nihilistic action 
were to establish the necessary atmosphere for the decline 
and ultimate destruction of the bourgeois and his state®
"Our hope rests in people," Junger stated, "who suffer from
high temperature because the green pus of nausea is eating 

64 'them away,® o e" The demand for action, for nihilism, justi
fied all means for Jungers "in times of sickness, of defeat, 
poison becomes a medicine = ® T h e  occupation of the German 
.must therefore be the destruction of those ideas and ideolo
gies, which had found a refuge in post-war Germany, and which 
had created such a confusion amongst his concepts® Yet, the 
destruction of the nihilist would, Junger thought, turn into 
creation| "Chaos and order have a closer relationship than 
many believe®"^ Junger*s period of nihilism would turn in
to creation, just as the World War was not only destruction

^^Junger, "*Nationalismus6 und Nationalismus",pp®1555 - 1556® “ . . .
. ^^Junger, Pas abentenerllche Herz® p® 153®

^Ibid®. p® 138® '
66 "Junger, "Sehlusswort zu einem Aufsatz", p® 10®
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but creation at the same time*

The destruction through the nihilist was the result 
of the search for a new order, a new principle, and a new 
state structure« The last, years of the Republic indicated 
already the emergence of a new -principle.' The demand for 
this new principle, which was to replace the Western concept 
of freedom, could be seen in the revolutionary fervor, now 
enhanced by the effects of the depression. The changes in 
modern mass society indicated for Junger the emergence Of a 
new principle which he called ®the principle of worko6’̂
Work was seen as "the great revolutionizing principle which

: ' . : 53 " ■moves our time." It might be objected that work was not a
new principle, that it existed already. Yet, by the same 
token, freedom existed before the advent of.reason. In Jun
ger5 s opinion, the Enlightenment transformed the principle 
of freedom in the same way war and industrialization had 
influenced the principle of workte This transformation through 
war had actually, destroyed the previous meaning of. work. 
Junger’s term was the same only in name; for him "work" was 
the expression of any-action in all aspects of life# "Work 
is the speed of the fist, of the thought, of the heartr of 
life by day and night, of science, love, art, faith, religion 
work is the vibration of the atom and the force moving solar

^Junger. Per Arbelter. p. 65.
ZqJunger, "Untergang oder. neue Ordnung”, p* 416.
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systems®*'^ The opposite of "work" was no longer relaxation 
or leisure| the principle of work knew of no condition which 
was not work® The idea of the vacation, of the sunday or 
holiday became meaningless in this interpretation of Mwork", 
which was not only any activity, but the "expression of a 
special being (Seins)9 which tries to fulfill his space, his 
time, and his laws»68̂

The principle of work, as used by Junger, might easi
ly be confused with the idea of technology, the manifestation 
of the intellect in the technical work process® The bour
geois, who spoke, of technology as the manifestation of prog
ress, suffered under an illusion, which was "a remnant of the 
terminology of the Enlightenmente"?1 For Junger, technology 
was not progress, "technology saves nothing,, simplifies noth
ing —  it is only the instrument, the projection of a special 
kind of life,, for which work is the simplest expression® ®
The bourgeois did not understand, the impact of technology on 
modern life; he considered it as an alien factor in life, in
stead as an organic factor of man® The bourgeois regarded 
work as m the ritual of a strange c u l t o"?3 nevertheless.,

^Junger, Per Arbeiter® p® 65®
70ibia.'. p.S6.
71Ibid®$ p»?2®

. 72lbid®, p®87®
73IMd®, p®72®
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the aeeeptanoe of the principle of work by the bourgeois 
aided the cause of his opponents, since technology was con
sidered as, "the; destruction of all belief...;*-; junger re
garded it as the ^most -resolute anti-Christian power»a 
Already the late war had revealed the truimph of technology 
over Christianity; Junger praised the tf:high: degree of ab
straction which enabled the artilleryman of the World War to 
view a Gothic cathedral solely as orientation point in the 
battlefielda” Technology, like freedom, did not exist as 
abstract principle; for Junger, it was only the means through 
which the nation was to be mobilized* Technology therefore
became the control over the language valid in the work-

76sphere 6s Technology in Junger6s confusing terminology
was defined as 66the mobilization of the world through the

77worker o66
The /'worker66 was the new type envisaged to execute ' 

the idea of total mobilization,, This type, which Junger cal
led ” worker", was what might be called a technocrat <> As■ . . . ' . - : ■ '
—-— — !— :— 1— ———  y ' -

^Ibidee p« 154* Junger noted the" lack of taste" 
which Christianity displayed by constructing churches 
through the means of modern technology* In Junger6s opin
ion, cement as bulling material was suited for trench 
construction but not for the construction of churches«

^Ibld* 9 p* 15^
T^Ibide, .p.. 150*
77lbid,s p, 154,
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such he could not be understood in social, economic or po
litical terminology| he had to be conceived "in a different

nQform,"r which would mercilessly oppose all bourgeois val- 
79ueso The worker, whom Junger described, was not an individ

ual but a type® As such he embraced a unity which engulfed 
more than the sum of his abilities and potential; he could on
ly be understood by the "special and organic concept of total- 

80ity«w- The bourgeois could apply the concept of individu
ality to man, which for him indicated a precarious balance 
between equality and freedom in society. The extreme form . 
of either freedom or equality negated the other concept, and 
thus destroyed the concept of individuality. The type, who 
knew no individuality, had changed the meaning of freedom.
For him, Junger declared, freedom became the demand for 

81"work". The freedom of the worker depended on the extent 
to which the individual, had become a technocrat. The demand 
for work indicated also a willingness to Obey; "mastery and

Q pservice are one and the same." Thus the identity of 
freedom with obedience and with work dispensed with the

78Ibid., p. 30=
79IMd. ,p. 15.
80Ibid.. p. 139=
81Ibid., p. 64=
82Xbido = p= 13= ' .



definition of dictatorships, which such a terminology might 
apply I order was seen as 'rthe iron mirror of freedom,
In -lunger’s view man could only attain the highest devel
opment if he served his nation. To obey, to be worthy of a 
cause s, was for Junger’s worker type "the greatest happiness 
of manoef®^

The definition of the purpose of the individual as 
the servant of the state, created the type, who knew no 
freedom in the conventional sense of the word, which had 
been destroyed by the radical demand for equality. The 
worker was not a nationalists socialist, revolutionary, or 
liberal| he was essentially a technician. The elemental 
force with which he acted in harmony, was represented through 
technology. Through it, the worker could use his potenti
alities, which were defined as production, transportation, 
and management. Yet, these terms as all the others, were 
twisted and implied a new meaning, which gave Junger9s 
thought construction such a confusing appearance. For the 
worker production included all areas of life, not Just the 
creation of material goods. Transportation must be under
stood under the aspect of total mobilization, which determined 
all movements and actions of the state. Management was no

83Ibid,, p, 13»
8^Ibid,, p, ?1,
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longer the management of separate entitles In the production 
process9 tout the management of the workprocess of which the 
worker was a parte As a type, the worker was essentially 
static; his only aim was the achievement of the total mobi
lization through his inherent qualities and potentialities«
He was not distracted from his task toy desires or illusions; 
as a type he was an automaton« In Jungeres definition the 
worker was beyond the will and beyond development, he is 
beyond all values; he has no q u a l i t y . t o e  beyond all. 
values meant to toe outside the values of the liberal order; 
the type could not toe understood through the concept of val
ue, which was qualitative, tout only through the concept of 
quantity® The type without values was capital for the state, 
to toe replaced at will® His only purpose was to serve, to 
contribute to the total mobilization necessary for the de
fence of the nation® As a type he was also removed from the 
objection of hardship which, this state of existence might im
ply® However, the objection of suffering was outside lunger's 
value system; it was "on the same level on which Remarque
experiences the war®"®^ To toe a worker meant "to take part

87in a new type of man, called toy destiny to rule®" The

85Ibido, p® 80/
86Ernst Junger, "Bin neuer Berieht aus dem Lande der 

Planwirtschaft", Widerstand® VTII(Sept®8, 1933), p. 282®
' 8"̂ Junger, Der Artoeiter, p® 65®
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worker or technocrat and his inner uniformity expressed it
self in the mirror of a new order, erin which the will to 
dictatorship recognized itself as the will to the total

O Q
mobilizationo"

Without doubt, Junger regarded the Hepublic as a 
stage of transition, which would see the creation of the new 
principle and the new man or type® The existing condition 
was regarded as a state of decline, which could only be re
versed into power through the creation of a new order» The 
present organization was no longer regarded under its politi
cal aspect, but Under the aspect of total mobilization®
Junger called it the "region of workshops" or more commonly, 
the "industrial region"®^ The total mobilization, once under 
way, would change this appearance into, what Junger called •
"the plan-region"®In it the differences between city 
and country, between army and population, between homefront 
and battlefield, between civilian industry and war industry 
would appear® In Junger9 s view, the worker affecting this 
change, could reveal himself, in the person of the party lead
er, army general, minister, or any other person or group of 
Individuals® The power seizure of the type might be affected 
through a change of society, through acclamation by the mass

88Ibid®„ p® 42® 
89Ibldo ® p® 212®
9°Ibid®® p® 232®



or through the call for a tfstrong man"»̂  ̂ For Junger9 the 
actual appearance of the type and the means through which he 
seized power were of no importance«, Once the type had ap
peared his first aim was to create a state within the state9 
modelled after the Prussian army, the Jesuits9 or the Teu
tonic KnightsThe realization of the total work character 
org what was the same thing9 the total mobilization,, could 
then proceed on two levels i One the one hand through the 
totality of the technological spheres and on the other through 
the totality of the type j, both were considered the final aim
of the state® Jutiger believed that the mobilization of mat
ter throughtthe worker wbuld result in the perfection of 
technologys which was considered as one of the signs for the 
completion of the total mobilization® The parallel mobili
zation of'man through the worker type would Junger predicteds 
achieve the totality of the type =

Junger referred to his new orders created, through 
the total mobilization of man and material as a 6e democracy of 
work o’* The term democracy was justified; Junger believed; 
through the application of plebiscites in order to determine 
the will of the people„ "One has to learn the use of plebi- . 
seite 9es he stated § otherwise the new state might well be con
sidered a dictatorship; "in which the means of plebiscites

- 1Ibid.. p® 257.
92IMd. pv 255®
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are r e n o u n c e d * x n  the political reality the change from 
the liberal democracy to the democracy of work took place 
when the principle of work, as defined by Junger, was achiev
ed* The parliament9 in the Republic etan organ of the bour
geois concept of freedom and an institution for the formula
tion of opinion,would become 68 a unit of work, which cor
responds to the transformation of an agency of society to an 
agency of the state*"" In the democracy of work "social 
discussions" were substituted by "technical arguments", which
corresponded to the replacement of "social functionaries" by

95"state officials"= Junger promised that in the new order
the "swamp of the liberal press will be dried up”| the indi-

96vidual opinion was considered "boring" <= The press now be
came an organ of "the feeling of life,” which indicated "an 
unequivocal and severe work world*"97 The political insti
tutions of the new order were mentioned only in passing® 
nevertheless, there was no doubt in lunger's mind that the 
desired state would have the structure of an army® Only 
through this structure was the state able to give the best 
protection and strength to its citizens, since ”there will

93Ibid®a op® 260, 269® -
9i> ,Ibid®, p® 260®
95rbid* * p® 261 . ■ '
96Ibid®, pp. .261, 263® - ' /
97Ibid*a p® 263*
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be no doubt about leadership and following."^' In the mili
tary state the protection of the individual rights was no 
longer needed| the etbourgeois constitution" was replaced by 
"organic constructions of limitless movement of masses and 
energieso"The state was dominated by a "work plan", in 
which the tasks of the technocrat working.for the achieve
ment of the total mobilization were outlined. Private prop
erty, which the anti-democratic Leftist opposition of lib
eral democracy had attacked on ethical and moral grounds, 
was, for lunger,, only considered under the aspect of utility. 
It was to be eliminated if it could be accommodated in the 
plan of work., An equally vague future was predicted for the 
principle of personal initiative operative in the liberal 
state, lunger considered it as "harmless" if it was al
lotted to a special work character, that is if it was within 
a larger work process controlled by the state.^^0 Even art, 
the most personal expression possible, was now solely re
garded under the aspect of utility. The artist, like all 
other 0workers", had to serve the country. Art was only al
lowed to exist in close connection with the principle of 
work; its purpose was the fashioning of "a well defined

98Ibid., p. 13. 
"ibid., p. 271. 
100Ibid.. p. 283.
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101space -- the earth„o»”

The plan of the democracy of work was envisaged By 
Jnnger as the guiding principle in all aspects of life* The 
plan provided the individual with work* which, in the depres
sion of the early 1930s s was no longer available to the un
employed through individual initiative or through the state, 
Junger, therefore9 considered it the purpose of his state to 
dispense all forms of work* The introduction of the work 
plan would, Junger stated, solve the unemployment problem 
once and for all* Man, the most valuable capital of the
state, had no. longer a value as individual| he had only a

102functional,one| as a. person he was replacable* " The work
er was for JungerIs state "a natural source of wealth"; as 
such he was to be raised and educated in special resorts 
along the sea shores, the mountains, lakes, and the like*'*'̂  
Only through these planned settlements could the worker serve 
in any capacity demanded of him by the state* The life of 
the worker was envisaged as a life of absolute service and 
total obedience to the state; in this accomplishment rested

101Ibid* * p* 210*
^ ^ KEan fallt nicht mehr, man fallt aus*" Ibid*, p*106* 
103Ibid* * p* 280* ■
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his absolute f r e e d o m T h e  achievement of the work plan 
depended on a new kind of army organizations on the labor 
service,, and on the planned settlement* Only through the 
realization of these institutions was the success of the 
total mobilization possible* The only limit of the plan
ned democracy was set by the “state structure of the.19th 
centurys the national democracy or the colonial empire 
The plan was thus limited but still flexible enough to be 
adjusted to any changes in the territorial limits of the 
state*

The use of the word “plan* in lunger's polemic indi
cated a transitional and not a final stage of the new soci
ety envisaged* The difference between the “region of work 
shopsw and the “planned democracy* was the “fixed target* of 
the latter structure <= The natural sphere of the worker 
could not be limited in the long run to the national states . 
but had to expand to “imperial dimensions** Junger imagined 
that technology would create the worker type in all countries ® 
Through the creation of the worker type, Junger had abandoned 
the framework of the German state* His concept of technology 
indicated a solution of worldwide dimensions® The attempt

^9^%% a side remark Junger stated that “the family 
is not the basis of the state®* Ibid., p® 281®

• ^ Ibld® * p* 2?2®
lo6Ibid®9 p® 271®
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to realize this final stage of development led to the transi
tional stage of the “fortress economy", which could be com
pared to the many standing armies on small territories„
This economy was an economy occupied with the feverish con
struction of war materials and artificial substitutes for es
sential raw materials not available to the "beleagueredE" econ
omy. This type of state9 Junger declareds was able to indi
cate the limits of technology and of the sti-called "techni
cal will,"108

The attack against classes and ranks within the state 
which followed the emergence of the worker type would turns 
in lunger’s view', after the elimination of this internal con
flict, against those nations which were still patterned ac
cording to "French m o d e l s . T h e  limited territory of the 
"fortress economy" did, as Junger saw it, by necessity, lead 
to an increased nationalism which was valuable for the state 
being in a constant state of alert, for the final expansion 
of the national state was seen through war. Only war could 
indicate how far the total mobilization of men and material 
had already progressed. Only war could indicate the differ
ence between total mobilization and mere technical applica
tion in all areas of life. The final stage of the worker

107Ibid.« pp. 273-274. 
1Q8Ibid.. p. 279. 
109ibid.. p. 277.
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state $ the imperial sphere«, was oonsidered possible "after
a testing and hardening of the planned regions which cannot 
be imagined t o d a y T h e  ultimate goal was achieved by 
a rearrangement and subordination of the planned regions 
or fortress economies® Junger did not indicate any outline 
of the future state beyond that of the planned region® ne
vertheless 5 "the shapes of state arrangements indicate them-

- 111 selves which are outside all possibilities of comparison®"
The aim of Junger6 s grand vision was the realization 

of the worker type and his final world state® Only through 
the realization of this type was Germany, Junger predicted, 
able to rise again to power® The creation of the type would 
indicate a return to German grandeur® How Germany was to 
achieve the final goal with its limited resources was conven
iently overlooked®

The basic premise of the radical ideas proposed by 
Junger in the last.years of the Republic was stated by the 
author® His aim was "to,extend somewhat the perspectives

ilolbid®v p® 292®
11:LIbido® p® 292®
^Junger6 s new state also reduced the concepts of 

nationalism and socialism to relative insignificance: "The 
freedom which the two principles of nationalism and. social
ism might create, is not of a substantial nature 1 it is a 
supposition, a mobilizing force, but not a goal® Ibid®, 
p. 238.
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which today become visible everywhere = 0 The changes of
society, accented by the impact of the economic depression, 
were evident not only in Germanye The mass society emerged 
in all industrial countries of Europe« The tendency to
ward radical thinking was without doubt connected with this
technological transformation of Europee Every technological■ , -
advancement had forced man to adopt a part of the aspect of 
technology in his thought® This realization could have in
fluenced the concept of the total mobilization as the touch
stone of Junger6s man®

The existential moment of war had been replaced by 
the absolute capacity and ability of man in the service of 
the state in preparation of a total mobilization® This new 
existential moment did not consider coherence; what could 
be seen needed no demonstration® Those who, like the bour
geois, could not see, would not understand anyway® Tech
nology had Kthe purpose of an existential mean; compared 
with this fact, the difference of opinion is of secondary

-*"̂ -%erbeprospekt der Hanseatischen Verlagsanstalt, 
Hamburg,. 1932 in Karl 0® Paetel, Ernst Hunger in Selbst- 
blldnissen und Bilddoknmenten (Hamburg: Howohlt Verlag, 
I9STT7T: 50®

■̂ "̂ In 1932 Ortega y Gasset wrote: '"As the masses by 
definition,neither should nor can direct their own person
al existence and still less rule society in general, this 
fact means that actually Europe is suffering from the 
greatest crisis that can afflict peoples, nations, and 
civilizations®" The Revolt of the Hasses® p® 11®
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• i m p o r t a n c e O n e  might therefore object to Junger6s ex
tension of the existential moment9 which was essentially the 
revelation of a pattern? into the future9 Junger himself 
stated in 1930$ ' ,

I am suspicious of. formulations such as that of the 
"future" reality® Either I have a relation to real
ity $ and than I have always had it and shall never 
lose it.3 or I do not have this relation® At that 
moment in which X storm a section of dirty trench 
this moment is real to me, and I am not concerned 
with the hundreds of trench systems which are con- ,tained deeper in the area 16

By implication Junger should only have been concerned with 
the emergence of the worker and not be involved in the, anal
ysis of the future state structure® .

The technical perfection on which Junger6 s hierarchy 
was constructed, presented a new relation between man and 
the machine®. The destruction of the battlefield was extended 
to the destruction of all ideologies and institutions of the •
past® The bourgeois idea of life was declared null and void; 
it had no relation to power® Life, for Junger, was in the 
last analysis only the will to power® Power became an end 
in itselfo When the type was in the possession of power, 
in "that moment the revolutionary means will be legitimate®66 
Power within the world of the worker was the representation

Junger, "Das Liehtbild als Mittel im Kampf8’, p®307°
116As quoted in Armin Mohler, Die Schleife Bokumen- 

te zum leg von Ernst Junger (Zurich: Verlag der Arche,
1955)9 p®'8¥r~—

117 ' '•Junger® Per Arbeiter® p. 192® • %



of the type, This was his "legitimacy*, his ”novel and 
special will to p o w e r F o r  the worker the means of se
curing power were identical with the ends for which power was 
to be secured; both means and end were included in the con
ception of the total mobilization. The type had no concept 
of freedom9 the extreme application of equality had de
stroyed it, The new demand for freedom was the demand for 
service. The type had lost his responsibility to society; 
the equation of service and obedience had eliminated the 
concept of responsibility9 which was without meaning if 
freedom was non-existent, Throught the creation of the type 
Junger removed the individual from all responsibility for 
his acts, Moreover5, he used an ideological deception which 
destroyed all critique of his creation, Junger was well 
aware that certain aspects of life could not be introduced 
in the concept of total mobilization. The concept of free
dom 9 for example $ was transformed into achievement. Total 
freedom became total achievement9 the ultimate aim of this 
mobilization, Junger incorporated the concept of freedom9 
previously associated with the bourgeois,and defined it as 
obedience, service, work9 and the like. This confusion of 
terms created a paradoxical logic of opposites in which it 
became impossible to criticize any term, since it included 
automatically its opposite. Thus destruction turned into

118Ibid,, p.7'0.
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creations chaos became order* the greatest freedom was total 
achievement or total destruction

junger8 s discussion of technology was the result*, 
one might assumeg of the great impact of this force on the 
author, Yet* there is no indication' of such an influence 
in any of his works before 19339 The World War* where this 
impact was strongest 9 resulted in an ideology in which tech
nology had no part® The subsequent writings did not reveal 
the.shattering impact one might imagine» Junger8s contro
versy with technology was not the result of an experience s

120but the result of an observation» The political discus- 
sions of Junger indicated a person who had ho relation to 
technology at all® Junger saw the next war as "movement of 
muscle power' of men and horses One was even more as
tonished to read in the description of the fortress economy

^Junger9 s writings before 1933 belong to those ef
forts * in which a creative furor "had"been let loose ip order 
to undo the donefor world and start afresh from chaos, this 
.time working on a pattern more promising than that of the 
seven days which had led to so dismal a failure® Pishes ' 
swam, through the air* the water teemed with birds * and from 
the rib of Eve8 s * Adam created God® For 8 true anarchy8 * 
Hovalis had predicted* 8 is the creative element of true reli
gion® It rises from total destruction as the creator of a 
new world®w Erich Heller ® The disinherited Hind (New York % 
Meridian Books s 1959) $ P* 2B57 .

^^^Junger regarded Per Arbelter as nthe monument of 
my controversy with the technical r̂opld®*' Ernst Junger, 
Strahlungen (Tubingenz Heliopolos Verlags 19^9) in Loose* : -
op® oit.® p® 125® The phrase was later deleted®

121 ' ' ■ ''Junger, ttFeuer und Bewegung", p® 118®



in the midst of air drills and the feverish construction of
war machines9 that every actions, “even the cleaning of horse

122stables«o o'"1 had meaning = For Junger 9 #a large city at
night had something depressing about it.w^^^ These remarks 
were indeed strange for a person advocating the creation of 
a technological empire« Junger had little or no real under
standing of technology® He played with this idea and devel
oped, a conception of the future in which the barracks and the 
factory were identical and in which the sold!er-worker reigned 
as absolute slave« The signs of illness of the European 
civilization9 which Junger had so radically interpreteds 
how appeared in the light of historical necessity with only 
the worker as the beneficiary of this determinism® Junger 
drew the logical conclusion of his own systems that it was 
better to be a criminal than to be a bourgeois| better to be
a type than to continue with the “thrice spit out phrases of

124 * • /the French Revolution®"

1 p o -Junger, Per Arbeiter® p® 290®
•*~̂ %unger9 Pas abenteuerl 1 ohe Herz^ P® 130®
■^^Ernst Jungers "Die Geburt des Hationalismus aus 

dem Kriege"9 Deutsches VoIksturn® XI (Aug® 1929)$ P® 580®



CHAPTER k

ERNST JUNGER AND HIS ZEITGEIST s.THE CONSERVATIVE REVOLUTION

The polltieal writings of Ernst Junger present the 
temptation to impose a pattern9 a clear design upon them*
The integrity of these writings might be degraded and dis
torted by such an attempt of systematic presentation^ Never
theless, the omission of such an effort would leave Junger9 s
polemic9 which had emerged after he had left his studies to

1join "the subalterns of power"9 in a rather chaotic form, 
lacking any evidence of logical coherence and continuity®
The political presentation of Hunger9 s work indicated al
ready some form of a metaphysical world view® The totality 
of his polemic can be Interpreted with a view towards an ide
ology — • that of the movement what is best described as the 
Conservative Revolution®

The insecurity and the indecisiveness of political 
opinion in the last years of the Republic enhanced a trend in 
historical metaphysics designated the Conservative Revolu
tion® It was a movement of renovation? its aim was to clear 
up the debris of a decaying society in order to build a new

''%s quoted in Loose9 Ernst Hungers Gestalt und Werka 
P® 127® .

: : ' : . too ■ ■ ' ' : .
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order In Its placeThe concept of the Conservative Revolu
tion as such was stated by the poet Hugo von Hoffmannsthal 
in a speech given in'1927 in Munich0 Hoffmannsthal was 
speaking of those Germans who sought “not freedom but com
munal bonds he was speaking of "a process which is nothing 
less than a Conservative Revolution of a dimension which sur
passes anything that European history has seen so far. Its 
goal is to achieve a form9 a new German reality in which all 
Germans can participate®”̂  The poet stated here the two main 
principles of the movement, the search for communal bonds 
(Bindung) which would transplant the search for freedom, and 
the search for the totality (Ganzheit.gEinheit) which elimi
nated dissension and separationIn the broadest conception 
the Conservative Revolution represented an attempt to overcome

The term movement has been used here to define the 
Conservative Revolution® Movement implies here not a politi
cal or social organization but individuals,or groups "coming 
from different directions, frequently misunderstanding and 
rejecting each other, approaching, this commonly felt, but 
not yet commonly perceived goal.” Margret Bovari, Per Verrat 
im 3CX Jahrhundert, 4 vdls* (Hamburg# Rowohlt Verlag, 1956)T”
I, 53® • ' ' : : ' ' .

3 ' . i- ■ ' . , 'Hugo von Hoffmannsthal« Pas Schrifttum als geistlger 
Raum der Matlon; (Munichg Bremer Press¥7"T927) in Mohlir7~Me~" 
Konservative Revolution* p, 18*

^The term Conservative Revolution was not formulated 
by Hoffmannsthal. In 1921 it had been used by Thomas Mann, 
and probably it was even known before then® In the politi
cal discussion the term became well known through the work by 
Hermann Rauschnlng, Die Konservative Revolutions Versuch und 
Bruch mit Hitler (New York: Preiheits Verlags "r19^1) ’and" through 
the study by Armin Mohler, Die Konservative Revolution®
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the Influence of the French Bevolutlon0 It was a counter
movement to destroy die Ideen von 1789, those Ideas of free
dom, equality, and liberty based on the premise of reason, 
which the movement regarded as the real forces responsible 
for the decline of modern society. The Conservative Revo
lution was a rebellion against the idea of progress and prog
ress itself, as well as against the supremacy of reason, with 
its ability to explain occurrences rationally. It would, how
ever, be erroneous to assume that the supporters of the Con
servative Revolution wanted to return to an Anclen Regime.
The conservative, a term properly applicable to a man like. 
@3mund Burke, as well as the monarchist were both reaction
aries to this movement. They aimed to destroy the despised 
present in order to recapture a state of original unity, to 
be recreated in the world of man. The restoration and pres
ervation of values and traditions was the conservative aspect, 
of the movement. The .Burkian conservative had the desire to 
preserve something of value existing in the present in order 
to merge it in the future with new forms. The Conservative 
Revolution, in contrast, did not believe in holding to "out
dated" forms. It respected the "living" forms of the present| 
they were valued and cherished. Whereas the "progressive81 
conservative aimed to replace the existing forms sooner or 
later in favor of a new form, the adherent of the Conservative 
Revolution considered all aspects of progress as imaginary, 
since his concept of unity tried to eliminate the very concept
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of progress in order to preserve an “eternal recurrence” of 
the same as an organic part of the unity to be desired® It 
recognized the constant flow of individual forms« Yet be
hind this movement rested the eternal calm ©f the totality® 

fhe movement was revolutionary because it did not 
think it could achieve its aims without destruction9 a phase 
of nihilisme Destruction here did not imply the removal of 
an object on the way to progress; for the Conservative Revo
lution the term destruction had to be understood as a blood
letting® Yhe individual$ who realized his declines ought not 
to hold on to his forms and ideas like the "reactionary” 
would ® On the contrary $ the process of destruction of these 
outmoded forms and of the individual adhering to them, should 
be accelerated, the individual supporter should and must fall® 
Revolution was therefore not a rapid change to be contrasted 
with evolution, but a removal of a decaying part of the or
ganic entity through the quick stroke of the knife®

For the adherents of the Conservative Revolution no 
clear aim was to be seen® One had to assume that a period of 
nihilism would establish the removal of the decaying part and 
reestablish a new organic unity® The final aim of the move
ment was the "declaration of the unity of all existence 
The circle was the symbol of this new unity® It had no begin
ning and no end $ it represented the repetition of the same®
The circle destroyed the unique individuality of man? destroyed

-̂ 9Die Einheitserklarung der Ixistenz" g Bovari ®op® clt ® 9
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his freedom and his independence® Instead, communal bonds 
were formed § the individuals were merged into a, larger unit 
of existence® The concept of unity thus opposed all divi
sions in the world or in the: allegiances of man® The new 
concept of unity did not eliminate contrast, but this con
trast was seen to arise from the conception of polarity and 
not from that of a dualism®^

The Conservative Revolution was not an exclusive
German movement® Dostojevskl, Barres, Pareto, T® E® Lawrence

' ' ' • " • • ■■■ ' - 7were some of,its non-German supporters® For the Germans the
Conservative Revolution implied a return to German values, 
to the mythical Deutschtum® The movement indicated a cer
tain xenophobia (Uberfremdung)„ characterized in its view by 
the ideas of the Enlightenment and the French Revolution® 
Following the end of this struggle on the outside, an under
standing and a comprehension about one8s own existence was to 
be gained®

The basic axiom of the Conservative Revolution was ft 
the decline of the old order® The old social and political 
structure of society had collapsedi a new form was, however, 
not yet visible® The present was, therefore, considered as

■ / '■■':■■■
For this reason Junger could accept the handy61k- 

bewegung« even though it represented not the desired result 
but was contrary to Junger® s writings® of® Junger®Per Ar- 
beiter® pp® . 159-160 ® .. ; .. /. .

^Mohler, Die Conservative Revolution, p® 21 g®' The 
German branch of the movement is better known as the Deut
sche Eewegung®
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an interregnumo The increasing secularization of life and 
the disintegration of Christianity as a force" in society 
were regarded as the main aspects of this interregnum. The 
period of decline of the power of the church9 the rise of a 
secular humanism9 as well as the beginnings of modern capi
talistic tendencies appeared at the decline of the Christian 
Middle Ages with the Renaissance and the Beformation* The 
roots of the movement were seen here by Hoffmannsthal and

Q 'others, The origins of the movement were placed by others 
in the controversy over the French Revolution = ̂ The presen
tation of Junger’s thought within this framework of the Con
servative Revolution should shed some light on the otherwise 
vague and ill defined concepts of its adherents ® For the 
movement cannot be understood except by example.

The period of the interregnum was the great reali
zation dominating Junger®s writings® The war had shown the 
collapse of the old order beyond doubt® frWe stand," he re
marked, once in a conversation9 "on the turning point of two
eras of an importance perhaps corresponding to the change

10 'from the stone age to the metal age®" Referring to the

8Franz lurner9"Konservative Revolution, Romantik, 
Deutsche Bewegung"', Meues Abendland.9 V (1950)$ p® W?®

^Mohler, Die Konservative Revolution, p® 19; Klem
perer, Germany's lew"''Conservatism'®' p» 4®

^®¥olf D® Muller9 Ernst Jungerg Bin Leben 1m Pmbruoh 
der Zeit (Berlins Junker & Dunnhaupt, 193^)V P°7 in lohlerj 
Die Konservative Revolution, p. 121® .



World Wars, which had shown the bankruptcy of the old regime
and the values underlying It, he stated$ "Without doubt, this
event, whose real dimensions cannot even be comprehended,
surpasses in Importance the French Revolution and probably

11even the German Reformation®.„" The war had been the "con
verter of values"!^2 its purpose was clears war was the
"changer of values, the great destroyer of what had become

13and the father of future things»®=" Nietzsche6s death of
God became the decisive point in the attack against this out
dated form of society which was characterized by the belief

lb,in a linear world view* The war had not.only destroyed 
the old order, it had also seen the rise of technology, 
which was regarded as "the destruction of all belief," as 
"the most decisive anti-Christian forceChristianity 
and the secular idea of progress had therefore to be destroy
ed in order to assure the complete destruction of the old 
orders only thus could the ground be prepared for the

11Junger, Per Arbeiter, p* 152o
12Junger, Waldohen I, p. 161»
^Junger, "Die Gebhrt des lationallsmus aus dem 

Eriege", p. 577»
■^Junger’s writings leave no doubt as to his athe

istic convictions=. He referred to himself once as "athe
istic worker*" as quoted in Hohler, Die Schleife, p«, 76*

15Junger* Per Arbeiter, p» 15̂ °



cyclical thinking which had conquered the linear fallacy of 
thought existing in the Republic,, Progress and Christianity 
were both attacked as linear conceptions» The former meant
"that a civilization has moved9 is moving9 and will move in

■ ’ - 16 ■ , ■ ■a desirable direction^" . "The Greeks:, who were so fertile in
speculations on human existence had no idea of progress 
The Homanss philosophically oriented by Greece 9 did not con
ceive the idea either= The rise of Christianity and the con
cept of the universe prevailing in the Middle Ages was not 
conducive to the. development of an idea of progress«, In the 
Christian theoryg however$ developed by the fathers of the 
church9 happiness in another world was dominant. History5
for this latter group9 was a "series of events ordered by

. . 18divine intervention and revelations*66 The idea of progress 9
in the definition stated above9 was the product of the En
lightenment; the idea established itself as the dominant 
philosophy with the French Revolution, All during the 19th 
century the idea was a reality,, expressing itself in the po
litical thinking most pronounced in the class-less society 
to be achieved in Marxist thought * Christianity9 though not

Bo Bury9 The Idea of Progress: An Inquiry in its 
Origin and Growth (Hew Yorks Dover Publicationss 195TJ7hP=™27

•̂Ibido 0 p* 20* The Greek experience was perhaps 
too short to suggest the idea.; moreovers the cyclical 
world view was strongly entrenched in Greek thought* ■

18 Ibid 0 . 0 p* 21*



a fertile ground for the emergence of the idea of progress9 
proposed a different linear conception to man0 The death of 
Christ,, intellectual^ considered, destroyed the Greek cycli
cal world view. The crucifixion had occurridjkt a certain 
place and at a certain time in the history of man, the lat
ter was even fixed .in the modern accounting of time. In the 
Christian view, whatever had happened "before the crucifixion 
could never never return, through the death of Christ the 
period thereafter was changed. Ian was now moving towards 
the end of time, towards the last judgement. The death of
Christ had started a linear conception which was ended by

19the last judgement. Christianity and progress both viewed
an advance in a certain direction. For the former it was a■ - ,
desire for the heavenly pity, for the latter the desire for 
the 11 earthly" counterpart of this state of perfection. Both 
therefore devaluated the present for a better future® The 
view of the,individual held by these two beliefs was also of 
great significance for the comprehension of Jungeris violent 
attack on these concepts. The crucifixion made man independ
ent of nature, it elevated him to divine forgiveness, to
redemption and to love. Emphasis was placed on the

- . \

•^Christianity could also be interpreted as a one 
cycle view from Eden and the fall of man to the redemp
tion in a new Eden after the last judgement®
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uniqueness of the individual9 on his decisions and his deeds® 
Han now had the freedom to turn to the good or towards the 
evil® The idea of progress also offered man a ehoiee be
tween perfection and ultimate decline® Han^ through his 
reason9 had the opportunity to progress and become "good83 „
It was- his chance for a better world* For the Conservative 
Revolution the individual was not important s "What is ac
tually born or dies, what gains or leaves the individual 
form is not the individual; but life in general»$<!2® Life 
was only a passing; a stage in the eternal recurrence of the 
same# The position of the individual was not an ethical ones 
man was neither good nor bad* neither could he ever become 
good or bad® Han was seen as part of the totality and? as 
such; he was incomplete® His position could, therefore $ 
never be an ethical one, it was a position which regarded all 
events as purposeful=

Hunger9 s man, the ^bearing substance** of destiny, had 
known no progress® Progress $ Junger wrote in 1926, "has lost

' - , ■ pi -its meaning for us®" '̂or him progress was "the great popu
lar church of the. 19th c e n t u r y I n  Hunger8 s view this •

20 ■Homano Guardini® Per Heilbringer in Mythos, Offen-
barung und Geschichte (Zurich2 Thomas Verlag, 19%"), "p® 48 .
in Hohler® Die Eonservative Revolution® p® 110®

. 21Junger,ifDer Wille", p® 75®
22 ' ' ' ' Hunger® Die totale Mobilmachung, p® 127® ■



idea was ^the best/ally of the Western armies„® etheir $ro jan
■horse,*Progress was not only a fallacy in thinking, it 

was an alien product to be overcome, *Soon the time of
oh,progress will appear puzzling,,, 9t# Junger predicted; he 

envisaged the time outlined by Professor Bury, when "progress 
has fallen from the commanding position in which it is now,,» 
Junger6 s attack on the "popular church" was a threefold one. 
In the first place, it denounced progress as a myth, which 
had emerged in the period of the French,Revolution, It was, 
therefore, a foreign. Western notion, to be rejected as un
dent sofa, It was, moreover, a myth just like Christianity; 
the term church linked progress and Christianity conven
iently together, both to be rejected by the man in harmony 
with the "totality of existence

The position of the man "liberated" from Christianity
and progress, was well stated by Leon Bloy$ "Tout ce qui

of*arrive est adorable," This position, however, was extreme
ly difficult to accept® The repetition of sameness appeared 
to destroy all meaning of life® Even the crab9 s walk seemed 
more purposeful® Moreover, all ethical positions were doomed 
to failure in Junger9 s view just as the Christian and the

23Ibid® 1 p®. 143®
2^Ibid o. p® 146® .
Z^Bury, op® pit., p® 352®
26 .As quoted in Mohler® Die Konserva,tlve Revolution,

p® 158®
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man of the Enlightenment had failed in the twentieth century® 
The proper position in which the individual could regard all 
occurrences as purposeful was one of wheroic realism.w "'He
roic, therefore9 not because this world should be regarded 
as realistic, which means true to reality9 in order to con
trast an other and different.one, but in order to accept it 
as it i s ® T h i s  position was regarded as a symbolic one

in as much it regards every deed, every thought, and 
sentiment as the symbol of a homogeneous and un
changing being (Heins) for whom it is impossible to 
escape its own laws»»■= =The heroic realism does not 
look for the solutions but for the conflicts —  in 
their sharpness and pitilessness the eternal purpose 
expresses itself to h i m ® 28

In short, it was the task of the heroic realism to accept
everything even in the face of complete annihilation and
hopelessness® The position of heroic realism was not one
of resignation® Junger spoke of the man who “is able to
blow himself in the air with delights and who is recognizing
in this very act a manifestation of o r d e r H e  belonged
to the type of men who “loved dynamite®lunger’s worker
type, who had to be understood “through the special and
organic concept of totality,” had its own freedom despite

^Ibid®, p® l60®
' ^Ernst jianger, “Der heroische Bealismus", Die 

literarische Welt, VI (March 28, 1930), p® 3°
29junger, Der Arbeiter, p® 3̂ »
30junger, “Die Geburt des Hationalismus aus dem 

Kriege”, p® 580®
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being 68 capital “'and as such: replaceable like a part of a
V : ■ 31 . ■ . : . -machine 0 The view of life which Junger held was well
described in battles "here the suspicion arises that one6 s 
existence is connected to an eternal circle, and that the 
death of the individual is not an important e v e n t T h e  
harshness of this event could be attributed to this view of 
life* Nevertheless9 lunger recorded laters "Life is a curve9 
which forms and disconnects itself in darkness

For the post-Christian man the death of God brought 
forth a nihilism whose task it was to clear away the rubble 
of the old order<> The nihilism of lunger was not the joy of 
destruction1 this joy would have, been regarded as criminalityo 
The nihilist lunger saw only the half destroyed, structures 
of the past which had to be torn down to make room for a new 
buildings for new values» lunger regarded himself as an 
idealists as a true believers who served an idea= The de
fence of his nihilism wass therefore 9 his view of the worlds 
Nihilismg in his views was the necessary incision to remove 
an infected part of society9 before it could contaminate 
the totality* "Wherever the world suffers $ she has reached 
a stage in which the knife of the doctor appears as the only

-^lungers Per Arbeiteri p* 139*
-^lunger* In Stahlgewittern I, p» 131* - 
^^lunger* Das abenteuerllche Her2«, p* 67®
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3 itremedyS s” For Junger no ethical value could endanger the v?

work of the nihilists 6)1 In times of illness9 of defeat, poi-
• 35son becomes medicine«.•” Junger5 s nihilism was not dis

guised in any political polemic$ it was advocated openly:
“We have the reputation that we are able to destroy cathe
dral s," Junger remarked $ “this means much in a time in which
the consciousness of sterility pushes one museum next the

36other out of the ground®'8 ■ He regarded his nihilism, there
fore, not as a post-war product, but as a truth which had 
manifested itself already in battle® “We have worked with 
dynamite for several years and have renounced the most insig
nificant fig leaf of an essential doubting, we have thorough
ly shot apart the 19th century —  ourselves»® ® We Germans 
gave Europe no chance to lose the war®1 5 8 Nihilism was ac
tion, an activity of - mere motion® “The more cynical, Spartan, 
or bolshevistic®®®life is led, the better it will be®""^

The bearer of this nihilism was, in lunger's opinion, 
“the highly strange appearence of the Prussian anarchist, 
made possible in a time, where every order is shipwrecked 
and only those who, singlely armed with the categorical

f̂yjunger® Per Arbeiter® p® 271®
^%unger. Das abenteuerliohe Herz, p® 38®
36Ibid®, p® 112®
3?Ibido, p. 132®

" 38 'lunger® Per Arbeiter® p® 201®
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imperative-of the heart9 and only responsible to it, is .
searching through the chaos for the foundation of a new or-

39 'der®t9. • This paradoxical phase of the ^Prussian anarchist"
indicated the dualistic character of this nihilism as advo
cated by Junger» This figure not only destroyed but equally 
created9 just as war and the battle had not only destroyed 
but created as well. In Junger9s view "anarchy is nothing 
else than the first.necessary step leading to a new order.
The attack on the anarchist will come from the bourgeois.

ZlI ■ "Only he regarded chaos as senselessness. Only he rejected
hothe necessary chaos for a. new order® This ee constructive ni

hilism"' could not be done collectively9 it had to be done 
alones . ■ ' : ' . - :

Today one canot strive for Germany in company| one 
has to do it alone like a man who cuts a way with 
his knife in a virgin forest, and who only can go 
on by the hope that somewhere in the thicket others 
are working at the same purpose.43

' 39 ' '-'Jungers Das abenteuerliohe Herz, p. 173®
IlQJunger, Per Arbeiter. p. 162.
^"The- equation of chaos with senselessness is only 

true in bourgeois mathematics." danger, "Die Geburt des na
tional ismus aus dem Kriege" 9 p.. 581 ®

^^"That which becomes depends on the elemental, on 
the deeper level of life, close to chaos 9 which is not yet 
law, but which carries new law within Itself." Ibid.. p.581®

^Junger , Das abenteuerliche Herz % p. 112 .
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It was the adventerous heart which was the bearer of this

' ■ ' ' :■ ■ ■ / ; ■ . ■. . destruction. It was the people9 who suffer 65from high tem-
peratur because the green.puss of nausea eats them.It Is 
a rebellion...against-all forms of the world.®. which needs 
dynamite9 so that the living space will be swept clean for 
a .new hierarchy.et Do not hesitate to destroy„ Junger en
couraged his audience, our purpose is "the consequent execu-
tion of a nihilistic act to its necessary end,*! for “decay

■ • . 45 ' ‘ ■ ' -does not occur at the important center...“ All destruction
must come to an end sooner or later $ then the magical zero 
point will be crossed and a new order will emerge. Then the 
nihilist had done his work. Nihilism was for Junger a lim
ited principle, not an absolute one. It could be overcome 
after it had succeeded in its aims. ^his destruction, which 
accelerated the removal of decay, could be achieved; it could 
not be avoided or stopped. The process simply had to continue 
until the linear thinking would change to a cyclical one, to 
a "new topography.The symbol of this desired

44Ibid.. p. 153
fŷ Ibid.. p. 133»
46 • -Ibid.. p. 119®
47Ernst Junger, "Sizilischer Brief an den Mann im 

Mond% p. 14 in Junger, Merge, VII.



• transformation was s for Jxmger$ the wheel, whose silent cen- v 
ter had to he reached= . The wheel had to turn faster and fas
ter until the noise has become silence. "The more we dedi
cate ourselves to movement,, the more sincerely we must be 
convinced, that the resting silence is concealed beneath it, 
and that every acceleration of the speed is only the trans- 
lation of an everlasting original language®6' When this 
point had been reached' the line had become a circle or a 
sphere® Junger did and could not designate the time when 
this zero point would be crossed, when the destruction became 
creatione This was the irony of the system advocated® The ' 
individual could only know that the change had not yet oc- 
curreh;but he also knew that the change could not be fixed 
in linear time, since this would destroy the basic premise t 
that no linear conception what so ever existed® The linear 
world, the world which accepted Christianity and the world 
that accepted' ’wprogress*', was not 'a, real one in thisview® 
but an apparent one, an optical illusion# The "change in 
vision'8 could, therefore, not Come in the world but within 
the individualI it had to take place in his thought® Sooner 
or later this change will occur, Junger predicted, and the

r?  — . . . ' /
; ,  ■. j^ q  _ , ■ ".vt • , ' ■ ; •. - ; ,, ■■ ■■ ■ ; .

Junger, Per Arbeiter9 p® 3̂ ® The same idea was ex-, 
pressed in the Sizillsoher -̂ rief s "But is it not true, that 
the centre of the wheel conceals the silence? Silence is 
the language of speed®'*, cf ® p® 19#
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concept of time will lose its meaning» Then, the time se
quence is abolished, the eternal recurrence of the same in 
a constant flow, but within the totality of existence, a- 

, chievede What would the world without the concept of time 
be? Junger gave the answer: •

It is no longer visible that the churches and the 
castles are a thousand years old and that the ware
houses and factories were - build yesterday| instead 
something else stands out, which could be called her 
(the world’s) pattern •—  the common crystalline 
structure in which the basic material has deposited itself,49 /

This change, the transformation in the thought of the indi
vidual created, Junger declared, a sense of oneness„ Speak
ing about his own “conversion® Junger recorded that “here 
for the first time, the agonizing duality has dissolved it
self, which I, the great-grandson of an idealist, the grand
son of a romantic, and the son of a materialistic generation, 
as yet regarded as uns olvable»w 50
T The new concept of unity could be approached by
the nihilist, but it could not be perceived clearly since it 
had not yet succeeded in the world, nevertheless, the final 
stage of the transformation would find man "in very differ
ent bonds, which we■have to designate at first as organic

49 .Junger, "Sizilischer Brief an den Mann im lond",
p, 20,

50Junger, Ibid., p. 23®



eonstmetione$f v Han had to be understood through tethe or
ganic concept of totality08f̂ 2 The final effort must ? Junger 
thought s result in a new structure ? 5rthe organic construction 
of. the world$66 in which “not the laws of progress hut the 
laws of . development are valide junger was extremely vague 
on this end stage of the Conservative Revolution® One could 
only know that in this organic world "all goals are passing, 
only the movement is eternal®"-' Only in this final stage
86the manifestation of the .elemental, of the powerful is per-
•’ ' ■ , acceived; that which ■ always was and always will be ®$rv< . ;

The political ideas of Junger.reflected the dis- 
ĉontent of the- war generation with, the Weimar Republic® ■ - The 
frame of this dissatisfaction was provided by the cyclical 
world view'of the Conservative Revolution® The premise 
against Weimar was the opposition to the Ideen von 1789® 
which valued the individual and protected his.rights® The 
French Revolution was therefore regarded as the triumph of 
reason, a manifestation of the "disaster which started with

' ,  ̂ V . \ ; ■ ;, ■
^̂ "Junger, Per Arbelter® p® 113®
52Ibidoi o® 119® ' ; :
^^Junger 9 "Per Gelst68, pp® 85-86, 8?®

■ ^Jungers gampf als inneres Brlebnis II, p® 107®
f .? : . : ' ' - .•Junger® Kampf als inneresRrlebnls 1, p® 116®
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56Descartes« , » Junger objected to all state forms which

were "subjugated to the fundamental principle of Descartes7
Reason for Him was the first "step of religion9,$'58 its
light 8$all values become utilitarian, contemptuous, and
pale»Ett-^ Junger objected to the "terminology of the Enlight- / . ' . : ’ ' . 
enment9n which manifested itself in the Declaration of the
Rights of Flan® He respected "the figures ,of the French Revo-

61lution from Hirabeau to Robespierre 968 but resented the
A?"thrice spit-out phrases of the French Revolution®" The 

Weimar Republic and the twentieth century in general were, 
for Junger, the late period of the belief in the universal 
rights of man® He himself belonged to the generation "dis
gusted with the Enlightenment®"^ The effects of the uni
versal rights of man were seen by Junger in the reality of 
the political and social institutions, which expressed

^Ernst Jungers "Briefe eines National 1sten!!'s 
Arm injus« VIII (March o5 1927)9 P®7 in- Loose, op® cit® ®p®355»

57junger, "’Hationalismus9 und Nationalismus",
■p.- 155^“ • - '

58■ Junger, Kampf als inneres Erlebnis I® p® 11®
59junger, In'Stahlgewittern I, p® 282®
^9junger, Per Arbeiter® p. '72. .
61Junger, "Das Blut"$ p® 72®
^2Jungers "Die Geburt des Nationalismus aus dem Kriege"9 

P®. 62® -
^5junger5 wDer Wille"9 p® 76® •
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this mUSnersality and equality of man. He singled out as
negative Institutions general conscription, which had created

64the popular army, rcthe military expression of democracy"; 
the principle of general education, whieh influenced all 
aspects of life in the nation, and, finally, the universal 
voting right, with its influence on the political structure 
and political institutions. These principles represented 
the degenerate 19th century, "with its flatness and uniform
ity of its intellectual structures.66̂  f The Weimar Republic 
was not only regarded as a construction based on the prin
ciples of the French Revolution, but of the result of English 
economic liberalism as well. The Republic was the representa
tive of the "grey and terrible world of utilitarianism 
which Junger conveniently associated with the keyword 
"Manchester",

The Weimar Republic, "whose basic principle is equal
ity and which claims its justification through an act of

. v 6?reason, o a was the liberal parliamentary republic. In 
the eyes of the national radicals this state was the essence 
of the decline of Germany, of the prevailing anti-national, 
anti-German spirit® The new nationalism, which had aimed to

^Junger, Kampf als inneres Erlebnis II, pv 59= 
^Junger, Die totale Mobilmachung, p,. 126, ,,
^Junger, Feuer und Blut I, p® 81®
^^Jungery Per Arbeiter, p» 49® .



replace this state was contrasted to the principle of liber
alism, which became the symbol of the hated state. Any in
stitution or principle opposed by Junger was linked with 
liberalism by a practical slogan or key-word and thus shown■ 
as a foreign import, as undentsoh. The post-war period with 
all its hardships simply became ‘‘the late condition-of. liberr 
alism,8"̂  ̂characterized by ‘‘liberal phrasls.®^ The attack 
was launched against “the liberal concept of freedom 
the “liberal politician,and the “swamp of the liberal 
pressV* The writings of Junger were directed against “the
liberal litterati”^  and the “liberal e l i t e T h e  unem
ployment prevailing during the last years of the Republic be
came the result of “the decline of the liberal order.
The Jew, generally not attacked in Jumger8s writings, was, • 
nevertheless the “son of liberalism,“ with liberalism

^Emst Jtmger, “Uber Nationalismus und Judenfrage", 
Suddeutsche Monatshefte. XXVII (Sept. 12, 1930), p. 8^5® '

^̂ Jlinger.o Feuer und Blut 1» p. 9.
^Junger, “Untergang oder. neue Ordnung’* , p. 418.
^^Junger, “Das Lichtbild als Mittel,im Kampf",p. 379.
Junger, Per Arbeiter. p. 261. ,

73v Junger, “Per heroische RealismusB', p® 3®
74 •/ Junger, Per Arbeiter. p. 188.

; ' ^ Ibido. p. 280. V - ■ ' ■ ' ' : '
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naturally being M s  65favorite element The political
polemic centered, however9 on the attack of the liberal or 
bourgeois state constitution and liberal democracy9 which 
represented*9the atmosphere of a s w a m p * 99^ 7

Within this general repudiation of liberalism, or 
what Junger considered to be liberalism and the results 
thereof9 a number of secondary topics recur* The political 
institution singled out was the parliament or the parila-, 
mentary democracy* The attack on ,the parliament was logi
cally connected with the concept of the political party or 
the member of parliament; both of which could be criticized 
as concrete political bodies,responsible for certain acts 
and representative of certain aims and goals* , Junger, there
fore., called for the obliteration of every trace of party 
interest and demanded the rule through people "who are nau
seated by the activities of the parties*997° This critique 
of parliament and the political parties was indirectly sup
ported by the reality of these political institutions in the 
Weimar Republic* Yet, this reality was mainly due to the 
lack of popular support which these political institutions 
received, especially from the educated classes in the

Junger, "Sohlusswort zu einem Aufsatz% P® 11® 
Mjunger, Per Arbelter* p* 88*
Junger, "Die Geburt des Nationalismus aus dem 

Kriege*, p.. 580*
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extraordinary difficulties of the political situation in the
1920s«, The parliament and the parties were judgeds as in
Junger8 s writings, from a total lack of any understanding
of the reality of the German situation arising from the loss
of the World Ware It was indeed an easy task to 'blaHe. the
democratic institutions and its supporters for the domestic
and foreign difficulties of the Republic* The participants
in the democratic experiment became for the radicals the

70enemies of the state and were persecuted as such6fy
The attack on democracy was, however5 in Junger's 

case 9 limited to liberal and parliamentary democracy as re
presented by the Western democracies and the Weimar state* 
The differentiation between Junger8s democracy of work and 
the liberal parliamentary democracy was, however, far from
being clear* In 19253 Junger stated categorically: "1 hate

80democracy like the plague*^ Subsequent references to 
democracy remained equally negative* The affirmation of the 
democracy of work, based on the use of plebiscites, ap
peared only in the last months of the Republic with the 
publication of M r  Arbeiter* Yet, even this work does not. 
make a clear differentiation between the two concepts®

, 79 • • 'An example of this persecution can be seen in the 
activities of the ^Organization Consul6% which received the 
praise of Junger. of* YDie Geiburt des Hatipnalismus aus dem 
Kriege”, p.'530.

80Junger, Waldchen I, p, 74.



s.Junger disliked the "late demo era oyer and mentioned the
82"ohseure state, power of the democracy,while the only

difference from the existing state mentioned in the work
remained the plebiscite, which was a tool equally used by.

83the Republics . The rule by plebiscite was not only the
only differentiation between his state construction and the '
liberal democracy, but between it and a dictatorship as well*
By December 1932, Junger used the term democracy in contrast
to the term liberalism, however, without explaining the 

8-4-difference,
The violent attack on liberalism was based on the 

vague ideology of the Conservative Revolution, which denied 
the very premises.of republican political theory® These 
premises were rejected with contempt, without debate, as a 
foreign import which blocked the way.for the state based on 
the principles•of the new nationalism or the principle of: 
total mobilization —  for the "democracy" based on plebi
scites as counterpart to the industrialization of all aspects

•̂Junger® Per Arbelter0 p» 236V
82 - .°^Ibidei :ps 277® ; . .
'03 • x x , •Junger also mentioned the, strong leader to re

place the .rule of the party or of the,party coalition, but 
remained equally vague on this topic®

^ " Allerdings darf man den wiphtigen Unterschied 
nioht ausser acht lassen®®® der zwlsohen der Demokratie
und dem Liberalismus b e s t e h t Junger, etBas Lichtbild 
als Mittb-1 im Kampf", p« 379® / ; .
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of .-life. Liberalism was viewed as a principle based on the 
egoistic interest of the individuals which transformed it
self. in the political life in the interest of a certain par
ty. In contrast to this egoistic expression of the individ
ual rightr the concept of unity was presented, which was 
outlined against the pluralistic democratic society and its 
representatives in parliament® The party system was, there
fore, regarded as the logical result of a society divided in 
.a plurality of interests, which could not unite the nation, 
'.but only further divide it in the interest of certain groups 
at home and abroad. The concept of this divided society . 
(Gesellschaft) was opposed by the concept of the community 
(Gemeinschaft). The aim of the community, based on Junger1s 
definition of the blood, was to overthrow the society, which 
in Junger®s definition had to be based bn the bourgeois con
stitution, and whose form of government could only be the 
liberal democracy®^ The terms Gesells chaft and Geme ins chaft 
were used in the early writings of Junger interchangeably, 
the latter term being used more frequently. By 1929,

’ ^Junger6 s definition of the blood had, it should be 
noted, nothing to do with any racial theory. Be objected to 
8Cdem romantisohen Glauben an jehe nordliche Basse, mlt der 
man das Volk wieder. aufzunorden gedenkt." The blood, he re
peated, was ^primarily a metaphysical and not a biological 
concepto The use of the word ”race5 starts to become just 
as embarrasing as the word tradition.‘r Ernst Junger,
®Gross-stadt' und Land". Deutsches Volksturn9 VIII(Aug. 1926), 
PP< 578-579 < —



however9 a differentiation was made? Junger stated nows 
^Those who agree that the society is the decisive coinmunityo 
look for an understanding which is limited to the dead parts 
of this lifeol6 The concept of the community hoped to in
corporate the entire person in the same way the -"worker?- 
was incorporated in the totality of the total mobilization® 
The society was governed by interest groups in form of par
ties 9 the community was to be governed by a strong leader 
through the means Of plebiscites® This leader was the first 
servant of the state; as central powerful head of the state 
he appeared as a saviour from the mass democracy and the al
leged anarchy of interest« The concept of the community was 
something irrational and mythical9 similar to the concept of 
the strong leader9 who was linked with this mythical new 
world empire Junger advocated® Only the community and the 
power of the leader, aided by an elite 9 was believed to be 
able to succeed where the state of Weimar appeared to be un
successful® The appearance of the technocrat as the post- . 
liberal man of the future, brought forth a type, who expres
sed his faith in the new institutions through obedience and 
service® -

®^Junger9 Das abenteuerllche Herz® p® 170. Junger 
linked the term society similar as the term liberal; thus 
he spoke of a 11berale Gesellschaftsdewokratie. Junger,
Per Arbeiter. p. 255«
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The rise of technology had created the much publi

cized and criticized mass man9 who in all of Junger6s polem
ic was the bourgeoisg to be only mentioned$ if at alls in 
negative terms <, The fight against the mass was first taken 
up by the new nationalism through an emphasis on the con
cepts of responsibility * loyalty,, tradition, and honor.
The failure of this appeal to tradition created the type in 
Junger* s polemic,who had no individuality to which one could 
appeal= Nevertheless 9 Junger left open the possibility for 
conversion to the technocrat to the representative.of the . 
mass9. a conversion which the racial theories of National So
cialism did deny from the start to a large group of German 
nationals» The mechanization and rationalization of modern 
life was for Junger the result of the ideas of the 19th cen
tury o The fallacies of that century consisted of the belief 
in progress 9 in idealism and materialism0 Only when these 
concepts were abandoned could the individual enter the com
munity s the organic conception of life. .The qualitative 
concept of the elites of the leader, was contrasted with the 
quantitative concept of the democratic masses. The community 
was not based on the individual or the sum of individuals but 
on the totality in which the individual was but an incom
plete part. The concept of the community was the totality 
of all existence of the Conservative Revolution.

The starting point of the Conservative Revolution9
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the German spirit in revolt against Western Ideas § of the 
German community against Western society and individualisms 
led9 in lunger's case? also to the acceptance of a differ- 
entation between culture and civilization® Civilization 
was aculture without a soul 9 a mechanistic concept of the 
corrupt play of interest associated with the West® ^In the 
light of the spirit unlinked (ungehundsne Geist) culture 
"becomes civilization®"̂''7 Junger referred negatively to 
"modern Western civilization"s to "Western civilization9" 
or simply to "civilization®" This concept was grouped with 
progress and humanity as a foreign$ Western concept5 which

• g ohad no meaning in the new German community envisaged®
The new state was a vague concept; it should9 nevertheless 9 
"bridge the tensions of interest which existed in society by 
determining the place for all citizens within the state struc 
ture® The strongest attraction of the new state was its 
greatness and power which would destroy the Versailles Trea
ty and re-establish Germany among the great nations® The

87Junger§ nBer Geist819 p= 87®
88The political polemic even singled out a concept 

called "Americanism"; the machine and Americanism are not 
the same 9 Junger stated9 culture could integrate the machines 
Americanism9 by implication, could not without becoming mass 
society® Junger, "Gross-stadt und Land88, p® 579? Americanism 
as a slogan was grouped with Fascism, Bolshevism, Zionism as 
an agent of progress® Junger, Die totale Mobilmachung® p®145
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appeal of the anti-democrat1o thinking was enhanced by the 
vagueness of this visionary Eeich which it should establish®.

lunger's writings represented an oversimplification; 
they represented slogans of an universal theory that aimed to ■ 
explain all occurrences® Like similar theories it had a chance 
to be successful„ Its simplicity was manifested in mythi
cal symbols; intellectual concepts became bannerss labels, 
and badges ® The opposition against party democracy used ' 
slogans of organic forms as political organization in their 
attack against the {Republic® Instead of party it advocated ■ 
movement or Bund; instead of society they represented the com
munity® instead of democratic organization authoritarian ,1 
leadership structure was the aim® The parliamentary balance • 
of opinion was replaced by revolutionary struggle 9 free de
cisions made room for unquestionable subordination, and in
stead of pluralism a total unity was their aim®^ Words were 
used with a reversed meaning but with the same emotions former
ly attached to them® Junger's freedom was no longer the same . 
accepted concept, yet, it.was just as fervently defended 
as the liberal defended his concept of freedom® Rational

— j y — - :
Junger uses slogans such as $ " Per spate Llberalls- 

mus„ der Parliamentarlsmus, die Pemokratie als Herrschaft der 
Zahl®"ein geistiges Franzosenturn, und ein Europ&ertum dessen 
Metaphysik die des "Speisewagens 1st,®®K Junger, "Pie Ge- 
burt des nationalismus aus. dem Kriege", p® 581®

/̂ Karl P® Bracher, Die Auflosung der Weimar Republik 
(Stuttgarts Bing Verlag, 1957Jj P® 128V — -



thought became for Junger mythological thinkings "Not cogni
tion but an ima,ge -- not analysis but the adumbration of a 
vision -- but through the medium of modern thought9 so that 
the reader is of the opinion that he is dealing with ratio
nal cognitions The presentation of the ideology was one 
sided due to the evidence used to support this thoughts 
Facts contrary to the system advocated were only cited when 
they were easily dismanteled and thus increased the credi
bility of the advocated structure® The critical investiga
tion made room for a. suggestion which had a degree of plausi
bility® : : , ,v

The loss of faith in the twentieth century brought 
■fofth philosophies which found truth in nihilism; that called 
man to a strange heroic existence without hope or consola
tion, or encouragement9 only to affirm all mercilessness and 
harshnesse The situation of universal loss of faith created 
a substitute; faiths a blind faith in an ideology9 which, in 
Junger’s case, was an empty faith in mere motion. It inter
preted itself in harmony with nature and world history; with
out emerging with clarity it claimed a deterministic riglty 
beyond doubt® The loss and rebuke of reason as foundation 
of cognition created a plausibility based on a sentiment or

^^Karl Jaspers, The Origin and Goal of History: (Lon- 
doni Houtledge & Paul, 1953Ts"Pa 280«, .



feeling which could not be explained® Junger’s political 
ideology was presented -as If a true expression of reality 
was made ® “A true ideology always possesses the fervor of : 
passion, the sense of affectionate »togetherness* ® It is 
, something driving, an impulse, a Spiritual ftiree. • It
lacked the coolness of a scientific theory^ instead it had 
the warmness of a belief® A true ideology expressed some
thing to live for® This belief resulted in intellectual ; 
concepts In form of myths and dogmas® Criticism could, 
therefore,' not be directed against the final goal of this 
expression, but only against the political reality, and what 
was and what was not possible in this, reality®

The lack of clarity.in Junger* s political thinking 
corresponded to the Indecisions and random actions of the 
groups with which he was connected® This insecurity was the 
result of the political reality which had not been explored 
completely® The common basis for all the little groups and 
circles was their dissatisfaction, the feeling for a change, 
and the wish to participate in this change of the state struc 
ture® This change was envisaged in the emergence of a new 
type, who would carry the revolution for the new state in a 
similar manner deployed In the Russian Revolution® The .

■^Eduard Spranger, 68¥esen und Wert politisoher Ideo- 
logien8*® Viertel.1 ahrshefte fur Zeltgesohichte, II (Apr® 195^5 
P» 12.3« ' . "



revolution of 191?> however9 was based on the belief in a 
logical political and economic doctrine. whereas the radical 
program was the product of a single experience or emotion 
The practical side of Jungerss nationalist polemic was a 
failure® A political elite demanded leadership, and it had 
finally to realize that nobody existed9 who could be Teddor 
who would be willing to follow® 68The reality was the history 
of an unredeemed leadership c l a i m T h e  uncompromising 
doctrines of the new nationalism and of national bolshevism 
paralysed any action® Already the presentation of its ideas 
simplified and compromised the thought construction® The • 
radicals 9 despising the parliamentary parties preferred to 
remain outside the political arena and thus never gained the 
mass support necessary for any successful political action® 
The Idealist /'marching without a flag" had no chance of mass

Q< 'support® -v The adherents of the Conservative Revolution 
"wore themselves out In brotherhoods and conventicals in 
true German fashion9 with problems which led them far from 
the political issues of the day into a maze of esoteric

03 ."The overthrow of the government was contemplated, 
one was prepared to act, one theorized and meditated, but it 
was basically not laiown what one wanted® So one waited®68 
Friedrich Glum, "Ideologische und soziologlsche Voraassetz- 
ungen fur die Enstehung von Hationalismus und Hationalso- 
zialismus", Neue Rundschau® Till (Jan® 1952), p®84®

^^Loose, op® cite, p®;365®
95 "It must-be said, that in the present time-one can 

also march without a flag®" Junger, 151 Nationalismus’ und . 
Nationalismusw, p® 1558®'
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Ideologies and d o c t r i n e s T h e y  conld not produce leaders 
to gain large scale support„ When the economic crisis set 
ins these groups remained “in the twilight of political 
dogmatism of their literary c l u b s 97 hoping until the . /
last moment for a change in National Socialism towards their 
K'pure“ national ism 1

The anti-democratic thinking in general, moreover, 
prepared the way for the victory of National Socialism, with
out directly aiding this v i c t o r y T h e  demand for the new 
state was nowhere "better expressed and translated into a
party program and into political action than in the National

■ qq ' ■Socialist movement ® The opposition against National Social
ism' in Junger8 s writings was evident after 1929® .Yet,, the ' 
concepts he advocated9 the slogans which he coined, became 
the commonplace of the educated elite which supported not the 
radicals but National .Socialism*' The change in concepts such 
as the authoritarian leadership instead of the parliamentary 
republic, of the organic structured community instead of

96Hermann Eauschnlng9 The Revolution of Nihilismg 
Warning to the West (New York? Longmans & Go„, 1939%; P =111®

97 •Ibido9 pe 111®
eg ;v' - - ■ ' Vcfe Kurt Sontheimer, “Das Ant idemokratis ehe Denken ; 

in der Weimarer Eepublik% Viertel.iahrsbefte fur Zeitgeschichte 
17, (Jane 1957) sPP® 42-62 „ Walter; Bus smann, “Pol it is ehe Ideo- • 
logien zwischen lonarchie und Eenublik“, Historische Zeit- 
schrift, CXC (Febr. I960), pps 55-77®

' 99 . ' ' ■  ..: : ' ' ■ ' ■ ■ ;"We lived in the yolk of the Leviathan =C! Ernst Jun
ger > Sfrahlungen0 p»307 in Junger, Werke, Ilia
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demoora.tlo society9 were equally presented by the Party» The 
^movement66 had a large perimeter in the anti-democratic 
thinking; the separation between the radicals and the Party 
was to a large extent the separation between the intellectuals 
and the masses9 The former prepared the ground for the na- . 
tional revolution form the Eight9 which National Socialism 
exploited for its own purposes =. Through his polemic Junger. 
helped to,degrade the Eepublic and to, prepare the change in 
political reality® "

The Effectiveness of the intellect in historical 
development has been established beyond doubt® It remains,.. 
nevertheless, impossible to assign a measure of responsibi
lity to the political :polemic or intellectual thought of 
an individual writer® The political expression of Junger •. 
indicates tendencies existing in the thought and opinion 
of certain groups; they do not reveal how many persons did 
in fact read his writings or the impact of them on his read
ers® In addition, the extent of the contribution of Junger 
to the rise of National Socialism must depend on the histo
rical interpretation of that event® An intellectual contri
bution to a party platform or ideology, moreover9 also de
pends on the effectiveness of ideas on non-intellectual mas
ses® For many historians the Interpretation of Junger8 s 
polemic rests on the relationship between the Conservative 
Revolution and National Socialism® Both movements had a



tendency to totalitarian thinking,, which "brought them in
close ideological proximity» If no distinction between

: these two movements is made? Jungere becomes the "Edelnaz%»100
1 01a 88talented Nazi" s oi? the "only man of superior culture 

who'gave Nazism-an appearenoe of being a philosophy®.
If the difference between the Conservative Revolution and the 
"revolution of nihilism" is upheld $ Junger had better inten
tions than the "doctrineless revolution" of National Socialism5 
since the former could overcome its nihilism and turn it 
into creation9 which the Party never c o u l d Y e t 3 even if 
this differentiation is made9 the.contribution to the anti
democratic sentiment involves a "guilt" for the subsequent 
developments after the fall of the'Republic® The concept 
of•guilt'has been separated into types and degrees which can 
or cannot result in a criminal guilts the only one capable 
of objective proof and in violation of unequivocal lawsa 
The jurisdiction of such guilt rests in the courts and an

100Hans "Egon Hoithusen9 Per unbehauste Mensch (Mun-
ohens Re Piper Verlag, 1955)s P° 155=

1' n 1 ' " . ■ ’ ' ■. Edmond Vermeil $ Germany in the 20th Century: A po
litical and cultural history of the Weimaf Republic and the 
■. Third Reich (New York: Praeger Inc J%~195^1; "p= 239« ■

‘'Albert Camus® The Rebels An Essay on Man in Revolt 
(New , Yorks Vintage Books 9 1958 ) »■ P.® 1?8®

A'^^Rauschningj The Revolution of Nihilism® p® 64®
1 q A‘The distinction between the two movements is made 

by Hermann Hauschning s, Amin Mohler s and Klemens von Klemp
erer®
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attempt has been made to accuse Junger of such guilt
Yetg besides the criminal guilt/ a political, moral, and

106metaphysical guilt of the individual exists 9 which re
mains outside the jurisdiction of any court and solely rests 
on the individual» The tragic event of the collapse of.Wei
mar Germany was inseparable from the defective sense of re
sponsibility of the representatives of the Conservative Revo
lution. Literature unfortunately does not distinguish be
tween the Intent of the author.and the impact of the publish
ed work* Junger’s intent for change might have been a respec 
table onei yet, moral respectability does not exclude politi
cal, failure and even misinterpretation of the real intention . 
of the writer»' The authors of the Conservative Revolution 
crossed the justified demands as groups and individuals in 
their critique of the state» Instead of justified criticism 
they aimed for the overthrow of the state and denied it its 
very existence o' Their ideas had a definite tendency towards 
a totality, which degraded the individual and his opinion=
The principle of toleration had no place in Junger’s writings 
w-Ideas and ideals from all countries can no longer have a

"̂ ■̂ An attempt has been made after the war to bring 
Junger to trial at Nurembergo of „ Stern, oj>« cite., pe 16„ 
Junger refused to submit himself to a de-nazifieation tri
bunal and consequently could not publish any work before 1949

106%[ar% Jaspers, The Question of German Guilt, trans = 
So Bo Ashton (New Yorks Caprtcorn Books, 19471 'T”PP° 31 -32<>
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a sanctuary with us. The toleration for all directions.,», 
is a negative characteristic»»<>11 The reconciliation of 
opposites 9 the struggle of truth as 6! combatants fighting un
der hostile banners66 had no room in lunger’s ideology, which 
had replaced toleration with c o n t e m p t W h e n ,  in. 1933® 
totalitarian thinking succeeded in Germany an observer not- 
eds 6$The age of toleration, when all intellectual production 
was approved on principle, even if it included the most vio
lent anti-thesis and possibly even involved the whole com
munity in contradictions — - the epoch of toleration has 
probably for the time being come to an end, and not only in
Germany e 16 -

lunger was one of those national radicals operating 
between the, extremes of Left and Eight® Only two possibil
ities existed in his world views Technology and war? Only two 
•forms of existence could accept this realitys the warrior and 
the technocrat® lunger considered the man, who still ori
ented himself in a belief or in ideas as a shirker, who re
mained in a period of total mobilization in the no man’s land 

110of.the spirit® lunger demanded a faith and a belief from

^^^lunger® Waldohen If p® 185®
■^^lohn Stuart Mills, On Liberty (New forks Crofts 

Classics,■ 19^7)9 p® 47®
^^Helden® A History of National Socialism, p® 388®

" - " . I110Eugen Gurster-Steinhausen,. ’’Ernst lunger Der 
Prophet, des deutschen Nationallsmus”, Die Neue Rundschau®
VII ( lam® 1946), p® .241®



man without his knowing the content of the belief* The ide
ology he presented lacked.9 however9 the essential characteris
tic of such a constructions the willingness to live for it,

111to believe in it, and to sacrifice for it. In contrast
to most radicals Junger abandoned his intellectual creation 
in 1933 and withdrew from political life,  ̂ The activity 
during the Weimar period later became a "necessary stage of
my. life,"11  ̂ .
. '■ ' ' , ' • . ' .• .The political polemic of Junger appeared too much
like the creation of a National Socialist, and perhaps he 
realized this compromising ideological proximity in the sub
sequent effort to overcome the earlier nationalistic posi
tion of the Weimar era, Junger shared the fate of many po
litically interested cultural critics in our time. History 
•had harshly refuted him and pushed him into a paradoxical 
position, half tragedy and half comedy, and forced him even 
to bashful changes on his own work. The author could be 
convinced of his previous error, he could consider himself 
a victim of the circumstances, or blame history -- nevertheless

111..Spranger, ojb, cit., p,-- 125» -
^Karl 0, Paetel stated In his work on Junger that ; 

he never ef was a fanatic; even the militant formulations on 
some pages of his war books are more the result of youthful 
exuberance than dogged political uhconditionality," Paetel, ..
Ernst Junger in Selbstzeugnlssen und Bllddokumenten, p, 62,
Karl 0, Paetel, "Ernst Junger und die Politik", Nehes.Abend- 
land. Kill (1958), p. 2^3I Karl 0, Paetel, Ernst Jungerg Eine 
Blbliographie (Stuttgart g Verlag der Galerie Lutz, 1953)pT26,

^^^Stephen Spender, European Witness (New York; 
Heynal & Hitchcock, 1946), p, 219®
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he was compromised® It was Impossible subsequently to take 
back the share of responsibility for the period of nihilism 
which he had assumed by his diagnosiss and return to a state 
of 61 pure authorshipet ^ ' ,, - • \ :

The radicals’ were the product of the war, of the hor
ror of the trenches and the shock of defeat® They were en
thusiasts without any political experience $ witti' a fervent 
nationalism which degenerated into nihilism and the advq- 
cation of violence* The importance of the anti“democratic ;\ 
thinking of Junger rested in its■contribution to the efforts 
to discredit the Weimar state and in the ideological proxim-i 
ity to National Socialism® The political polemic was a 
successful effort in so far as the Republic was indeed re
placed by a new state structure $ which corresponded in its, 
inner rigidity more to the demands of the radicals than the. 
Republic had done ® The failure of Junger”s own writings 
during the Republic and the loss of appeal to the youth was 
well expressed by Ernst von Salomon?

Why are Axel and I not standing in front of the syna
gogues with outstretched arms protesting and accusing 
at the top of our voices? Because we know what' we say 
would have no echo? That is not the reason® It is 
something far worse® We are. in reality .already dead* , ...

: llq, . . . .  'Holthusem, op® pit®9 p® 155® Goethe9s warning 
to the author who Injures his work by altering it, is also 
applicable to Junger? wWe are so constituted that we believe 
the most incredible things, and, once they are engraved upon 
memory, woe him who would endeavour to erase them®99 Die Lei
den des jungen Werthers (Aug® 15$ .
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We can no longer live from within ourselves» Every
thing that is happening about us is not the product 
of the internal life of those who are doing itj it 
is the product of the collective <> And a man who will 
not accept and believe in that collective is deado^o

Junger belonged to those radical critics of Weimar,' for whom
thesscene enacted by the late comedian Karl Valentin might ■
applyi “The curtain went up and revealed darkness on the
stage? and in this darkness a solitary circle of light was
thrown by a street-lamp, Valentin walked around and around
this circle of light with a deeply worried face, desperately
looking for something, “What have you lost?" a policeman
asked.entering the scene, "The key to my house," The \
policeman joined the search, they found nothing? after a
while he inquiredt "Are you sure you lost it here?" "Mo",
said Valentin, and pointed to a dark corner of the stage, ,
"over there", "Then why on earth are you looking for it here?"

‘ ' 1 1 6 '"There is no light over there," said Valentin® The World
War might well have been this circle of light, but the key
to a meaning of the great sacrifice for which Junger looked,
was to be found in a place unilluminated by "street-lamps"®

^Salomon, Per Fragebogen, p® 378®
quoted in Heller,: op® cit®, p® 378®
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